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4(%Ï-!*/2)49Ï/&Ï05",)#Ï3#(//,3Ï!.$Ï$)342)#43Ï).Ï4(%Ï5�3�Ïreport they are working to 
support the social and emotional learning of students. But in too many places, the approach is 
to focus narrowly on changing student behavior rather than implementing practices that build 
relationships and create learning environments that support positive social and emotional growth. 
This is especially true in schools and districts that serve large populations of students of color and 
students from low-income backgrounds, exposing these students to environments that could do 
more harm than good. 

This report calls for school and district leaders to approach social, emotional, and academic 
DEVELOPMENTÏTHROUGHÏANÏEQUITYÏLENS�Ï4HISÏREQUIRESÏSHIFTINGÏTHEÏFOCUSÏAWAYÏFROMÏhlXINGÏKIDSvÏANDÏ
toward addressing the adult beliefs and mindsets as well as school and district policies that create 
the learning environment. It also requires school and district leaders to consider the context in 
which students live. Societal realities (e.g., racism, sexism, homophobia), individual realities (e.g., 
socioeconomic status, family dynamics, experiences in schools, access to opportunities), and 
CULTURALÏBACKGROUNDÏALLÏINmUENCEÏSOCIAL�ÏEMOTIONAL�ÏANDÏACADEMICÏDEVELOPMENT�

This analysis is supported by existing research as well as what Education Trust researchers learned 
from focus groups across the country with students and families of color, primarily those from 
"LACKÏANDÏ,ATINOÏCOMMUNITIES�Ï0ARTICIPANTSÏDISCUSSEDÏTHEÏIMPORTANCEÏOFÏSOCIALÏANDÏEMOTIONALÏSKILLS�Ï
WHATÏSTUDENTSÏOFÏCOLORÏNEEDÏTOÏLEARNÏOTHERÏTHANÏACADEMICÏSUBJECTS�ÏANDÏWHATÏEDUCATORSÏANDÏSCHOOLÏ
leaders can do to support social, emotional, and academic development for students of color. As 
the research in this area continues to grow, and as state, district, and school leaders consider policy 
changes to support social, emotional, and academic development, the voices of these families and 
students must be heard and valued.

REPORT  
SUMMARY

SOCIAL, EMOTIONAL,
AND ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT
THROUGH AN EQUITY LENS
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narrowly focus on behavior management to those that 
take a more systemic and schoolwide approach (e.g., 
Building Assets, Reducing Risks (BARR) and Recognizing, 
Understanding, Labeling, Expressing, and Regulating 
(RULER)). Still, there has been an over-emphasis on 
approaches that directly target skill building while 
those that systematically create equitable learning 
environments warrant more attention.7 According to 
a nationally representative study by RAND, teachers 
and principals are more likely to report using practices 
that focus on student behavior than other practices that 
build relationships and create learning environments 
that support positive social and emotional development.8 
This is especially true in schools and districts that serve 
students from low-income backgrounds. 

)NSTEADÏOFÏFOCUSINGÏONÏJUSTÏTHEÏhWHATvÏOFÏSOCIALEMOTIONALÏ
SKILLS�ÏIT�SÏIMPORTANTÏTOÏFOCUSÏONÏTHEÏhWHYvÏANDÏTHEÏhHOW�vÏ
After all, the need to support social-emotional learning 
GOESÏBEYONDÏTHEÏNEEDSÏOFÏTHEÏINDIVIDUAL�ÏSOCIETYÏNEEDSÏ
human beings and citizens who are well and whole, who 
can work in diverse settings, and who work with others 
with differing perspectives to solve the social, economic, 
and environmental problems our country faces (i.e., the 
hWHYv	�Ï4HEÏAPPROACHÏTOÏSUPPORTÏSOCIALEMOTIONALÏLEARNINGÏ

M
Studies also show that social-emotional well-being, as 
well as academic performance, are both inextricably 
linked to the overall context in which students develop 
and the relationships they build over time.4 Contextual 
factors, such as societal realities (e.g., racism, sexism, 
homophobia), individual realities (e.g., socioeconomic 
status, family dynamics, experiences in schools, access 
TOÏOPPORTUNITIES	�ÏANDÏCULTURALÏBACKGROUNDÏALLÏINmUENCEÏ
social, emotional, and academic development. 

Many social-emotional learning experts and leaders 
understand this, but too often in implementation, 
approaches to supporting social-emotional learning 
in schools ignore or minimize context, focusing solely 
ONÏBUILDINGÏSPECIlCÏSKILLSÏ�E�G��ÏLESSONSÏONÏBEHAVIOR�Ï
self-awareness, responsible decision-making, or 
CONmICTÏRESOLUTION	�Ï3OCIALEMOTIONALÏEFFORTSÏINÏSCHOOLSÏ
too often are used as another way to control student 
behavior, but true support for social and emotional 
development is not about prescribing how students 
should behave.5 Instead, it should make schools rethink 
how they manage student behavior.6

There is a spectrum of approaches to supporting 
social-emotional learning — ranging from those that 

More than 90% of schools and districts report they are working to support the 
social and emotional learning of students.1 It’s a smart move with good intentions. 
Schools should play a role in helping students develop holistically, as school 
is where students spend the bulk of their time learning about themselves, their 
emotions, and their behaviors, and how to interact with others. What’s more, studies 
show developing students’ social-emotional competence can improve their academic 
outcomes,2 and the conditions for learning in schools affect the development of 
social and emotional competencies.3 

https://barrcenter.org/
https://www.ycei.org/ruler
https://medium.com/@justschools/when-sel-is-used-as-another-form-of-policing-fa53cf85dce4
https://medium.com/@justschools/when-sel-is-used-as-another-form-of-policing-fa53cf85dce4
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MUSTÏBEÏSYSTEMICÏANDÏBASEDÏINÏCONTEXTÏ�I�E��ÏTHEÏhHOWv	Ï
because society needs students to grow into adults who 
address the systemic and contextual issues and injustices 
that privilege some at the expense of others. 

&URTHERMORE�ÏIGNORINGÏCONTEXTÏCARRIESÏSIGNIlCANTÏRISKS�Ï
especially for those students who are already underserved 
by the education system: students from low-income 
backgrounds, students of color, LGBTQ youth, students 
with disabilities, and English learners. Approaches 
THATÏFAILÏTOÏACKNOWLEDGEÏTHEÏINmUENCEÏOFÏTHEÏLEARNINGÏ
environment, or fail to address the processes and 
structures in schools that disadvantage some students, 
may do more harm than good.9 

&ORÏINSTANCE�ÏTELLINGÏSTUDENTSÏOFÏCOLORÏTOÏBELIEVEÏINÏTHEIRÏ
ability to achieve goals will not be effective if the adults 
WITHÏWHOMÏTHEYÏINTERACTÏHARBORÏDElCITÏTHINKINGÏANDÏ
haven’t addressed their own negative biases and beliefs 
about the abilities of students of color. Even worse, 
telling students of color they must learn to regulate their 
emotions when they are experiencing systemic racism 
and discrimination is just another form of placing the 
burden on those who are experiencing harm, and further 
prevents adults from recognizing when students are 
already displaying social and emotional competence. 
On the other hand, when educators have asset-based 
mindsets and use culturally sustaining practices to 
truly challenge students and connect them to content, 
students are more likely to believe in their own abilities. 

&ORÏTHISÏREASON�ÏTHEREÏISÏGROWINGÏCONSENSUSÏAMONGÏ
experts that educators and leaders must shift their focus 
AWAYÏFROMÏhlXINGÏKIDSvÏANDÏTURNÏITÏTOWARDÏADDRESSINGÏ
the environments and systems in which students learn 
TOÏBETTERÏREmECTÏTHEÏNEEDSÏOFÏSTUDENTSÏINÏTHEIRÏCONTEXTS��� 
)TÏISÏCRITICALÏTHATÏLEADERSÏANDÏINmUENCERSÏINÏSOCIAL
emotional learning continue to expand their visions 
and frameworks to more explicitly call out the need to 
support social-emotional development and academic 
performance through addressing contextual factors, and 
MOREÏSPECIlCALLYÏTHROUGHÏTHEÏEXPERIENCESÏSTUDENTSÏHAVEÏ
in schools. This requires a broader asset-based approach 
that includes a focus on adult beliefs and mindsets and 
the systems and policies necessary to create equitable 
learning environments that support holistic success. 

School leaders, for example, must consider the 
DISCIPLINARYÏCONTEXTÏOFÏTHEÏSCHOOL�ÏTHEÏCULTURALÏ
COMPETENCEÏANDÏRESPONSIVENESSÏOFÏTHEÏENVIRONMENT�Ï
OPPORTUNITYÏSTRUCTURES�ÏANDÏTHEÏWAYSÏINÏWHICHÏYOUTH�Ï
family, and communities are engaged. The goal 
should be to give students opportunities, support their 
growth, and provide them with the emotionally and 
intellectually safe and culturally sustaining space 
needed to learn from their relational experiences. 
That space must be one where students feel like they 
belong, where they are challenged to reach their full 
potential, and where they are given both the academic 
and holistic supports needed to thrive. 

For this reason, there is growing consensus among experts that 
HGXFDWRUV�DQG�OHDGHUV�PXVW�VKLIW�WKHLU�IRFXV�DZD\�IURP�´À[LQJ�NLGVµ�
and turn it toward addressing the environments and systems in which 
VWXGHQWV�OHDUQ�WR�EHWWHU�UHÁHFW�WKH�QHHGV�RI�VWXGHQWV�LQ�WKHLU�FRQWH[WV�
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This report explains why context matters and 
why a greater focus on context is necessary, and 
outlines a broader asset-based approach to social, 
emotional, and academic development, with a 
focus on addressing adult beliefs and mindsets and 
the systems and policies in schools to create an 
EQUITABLEÏLEARNINGÏENVIRONMENT�Ï)TÏALSOÏOFFERSÏSPECIlCÏ
recommendations that school and district leaders can 
consider as starting points to reach this goal.

4()3Ï!.!,93)3Ïis supported by existing research as 
well as what we learned from focus groups across 
the country with students and families of color, 
primarily those from Black and Latino communities. 
We asked them how important social and emotional 
SKILLSÏARE�ÏWHATÏSTUDENTSÏOFÏCOLORÏNEEDÏTOÏLEARNÏOTHERÏ
THANÏACADEMICÏSUBJECTS�ÏANDÏWHATÏEDUCATORSÏANDÏ
school leaders can do to support social, emotional, 
and academic development for students of color. As 
the research in this area continues to grow, and as 
state, district, and school leaders consider policy 
changes to support social, emotional, and academic 
development, the voices of these families and 
students must be heard and valued. 


Ï$UCKWORTH�Ï!��Ï�Ï9EAGER�Ï$�Ï�����	�Ï-EASUREMENTÏMATTERS�Ï!SSESSINGÏPERSONALÏQUALITIESÏOTHERÏTHANÏCOGNITIVEÏABILITYÏFORÏEDUCATIONALÏPURPOSES�ÏEducational Researcher, 44��	�Ï�������Ï

Ï.ATIONALÏ
#OMMISSIONÏONÏ3OCIAL�Ï%MOTIONAL�Ï�Ï!CADEMICÏ$EVELOPMENT�Ï�����	�ÏFrom a nation at risk to a nation at hope: Recommendations from the National Commission on Social, Emotional, & Academic 
Development�Ï2ETRIEVEDÏFROM�ÏHTTPS���NATIONATHOPE�ORG�WPCONTENT�UPLOADS�����?ASPEN?lNALREPORT?FULL?WEBVERSION�PDF�ÏÏ


Ï"AILEY�Ï2��Ï-ELAND�Ï%�Ï!��Ï"RION-EISELS�Ï'��Ï�Ï*ONES�Ï3�Ï-�Ï�����	�Ï
'ETTINGÏDEVELOPMENTALÏSCIENCEÏBACKÏINTOÏSCHOOLS�Ï#ANÏWHATÏWEÏKNOWÏABOUTÏSELFREGULATIONÏHELPÏCHANGEÏHOWÏWEÏTHINKÏABOUTÏhNOÏEXCUSESv�ÏFrontiers in Psychology, 10�Ï�����Ï



Ï'ABRIELI�Ï#��Ï!NSEL�Ï$��Ï�Ï
+RACHMAN�Ï3�Ï"�Ï�����	�ÏReady to be counted: The research case for education policy action on non-cognitive skills. Boston: Transforming Education.

Researchers and academics use a number of terms to refer to social and emotional learning, such as “character 
SKILLS�v�hSOFT�SKILLS�v�h��ST�CENTURY�SKILLS�v�AND�OTHERS�
�.O�SPECIlC�TERM�IS�PERFECT��!T�4HE�%DUCATION�4RUST��WE�
use the term “social, emotional, and academic development” because of the critical need to integrate efforts to 
SUPPORT�BOTH�SOCIALEMOTIONAL�LEARNING�AND�ACADEMIC�OUTCOMES�IN�ALL�ASPECTS�OF�SCHOOLING��3EPARATING�THE�TWO�
IS�CAUSE�FOR�CONCERN�AS�ALL�LEARNING�IS�SOCIAL�AND�EMOTIONAL�

�3EPARATING�THE�TWO�ALSO�ALLOWS�FOR�PROBLEMATIC�
IMPLEMENTATION�IN�WHICH�THE�FOCUS�IS�NARROWED�TOO�MUCH�ON�BEHAVIOR�MODIlCATION�IN�A�WAY�THAT�CAN�BE�HARMFUL�
TO�STUDENTS�WHO�DON�T�EASILY�lT�INTO�THE�UPPERMIDDLE�CLASS�7HITE�NORMS�THAT�DOMINATE�HOW�AND�WHETHER�
competence is perceived for social and emotional learning. 

7HEN�USING�THE�TERM�hSOCIALEMOTIONAL�LEARNING�v�WE�ARE�SPECIlCALLY�REFERRING�TO�LEARNING�SOCIAL�AND�EMOTIONAL�
COMPETENCIES��WHICH�IS�ONLY�ONE�PIECE�OF�THE�MORE�HOLISTIC�APPROACH�FOR�WHICH�WE�ADVOCATE��&URTHERMORE��THESE�
COMPETENCIES�VARY�IN�DElNITION�AND�OVERLAP�ACCORDING�TO�DIFFERENT�FRAMEWORKS�


�7HILE�THESE�SKILLS�AND�MINDSETS�
ARE�CERTAINLY�AN�IMPORTANT�PART�OF�STUDENT�DEVELOPMENT�AND�HAVE�IMPACTS�ON�VARIOUS�OUTCOMES�



�IT�S�ALSO�CRITICAL�
TO�THINK�BEYOND�THESE�COMPETENCIES�TOWARD�hSOCIALEMOTIONAL�WELLBEING�v�OR�THE�OVERALL�MENTAL�AND�EMOTIONAL�
HEALTH�OF�STUDENTS�AS�INmUENCED�BY�THEIR�ENVIRONMENTS�AND�EXPERIENCES�

!�lNAL�NOTE�ON�TERMINOLOGY�IN�THIS�REPORT�IS�THE�USE�OF�h,ATINOv�RATHER�THAN�h,ATINX�v�4HE�%DUCATION�4RUST�RECOGNIZES�
THE�ARGUMENT�THAT�h,ATINXv�ALLOWS�FOR�GENDER�NEUTRALITY��AND�WE�ALSO�RECOGNIZE�THAT�OPPONENTS�ARGUE�THE�CHANGE�IN�
TERM�IS�LINGUISTICALLY�IMPERIALISTIC��"ECAUSE�THE�TERM�IS�STILL�UNDER�DEBATE��WE�CONTINUE�TO�USE�h,ATINO�v

A NOTE ON TERMINOLOGY

.%84Ï50 
Section Two: Social, Emotional, and Academic 
Development in Context: Why It Matters
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The argument for considering context is necessary in all education issues, but it 
is especially critical for this topic, because the environment in which students 
are learning (as well as where adults are teaching and leading) cannot be 
disassociated from social, emotional, and academic development. T

Societal realities, such as racism, sexism, homophobia, 
etc., greatly affect students’ social-emotional 
development, as well as their academic performance. 
All learning is social and emotional, whether intended 
to be or not and whether explicitly stated as so or not.�� 
The question is not whether educators and schools 
INmUENCEÏSOCIALEMOTIONALÏDEVELOPMENTÏORÏ 
NOT�ÏTHEYÏDO�Ï4HEÏISSUEÏISÏWHETHERÏEDUCATORSÏANDÏ
schools do so in a way that is intentionally and 
explicitly equity focused, because not doing so may 
cause harm, especially to those students who may  
NOTÏlTÏTHEÏ7HITE�ÏUPPERMIDDLECLASSÏDOMINANTÏNORMSÏ
THATÏOURÏCURRENTÏEDUCATIONÏSYSTEMÏREmECTSÏANDÏREWARDS�Ï
Students of color and students from low-income 
backgrounds, for example, often have to contend  
with disparaging remarks, experiences, and 
expectations in school that send them subtle (and 
not-so-subtle) signals that they don’t belong in the 
classroom, or that they can’t master rigorous academic 
content — signals that their White, upper-middle-class 
peers are far less likely to receive.�� These remarks 
and experiences can hurt their motivation and their 
CONlDENCEÏINÏTHEIRÏABILITYÏTOÏSUCCEEDÏ�ÏKEYÏELEMENTSÏ
of social-emotional development. 

4HESEÏSAMEÏSOCIETALÏREALITIESÏINmUENCEÏADULTÏBELIEFS�Ï
expectations, and actions, all of which affect adults’ 
interactions with students and, in turn, students’ social-
emotional development and well-being, and academic 
PERFORMANCE�Ï%DUCATORS�ÏBIASES�ÏFORÏINSTANCE�ÏINmUENCEÏ
whether they see a student’s behavior as acceptable or 
punishable, harmless or threatening. Implicit (or explicit) 
bias can lead educators to disproportionately punish 
Black students for behaviors that are just as common for 
White students.��Ï%DUCATORÏBIASÏISÏAÏSIGNIlCANTÏBARRIERÏ
for Black and Latino students’ access to advanced 
courses.�� In order for educators to guard against 
microaggressions that harm social-emotional well-being 
for students of color, and to behave in ways that support 
conditions that eliminate stereotype threat, educator 
bias must be addressed.��

Educators often mischaracterize students and make 
assumptions regarding their behaviors and social 
and emotional competencies based on their limited 
understanding of the child. A student’s individual reality, 
SUCHÏASÏRESPONSIBILITIESÏOUTSIDEÏOFÏSCHOOLÏORÏlNANCIALÏ
RESOURCES�ÏALSOÏINmUENCEÏSOCIALEMOTIONALÏDEVELOPMENT�Ï
7HATÏISÏORÏISÏNOTÏAÏhRESPONSIBLEÏDECISIONvÏISÏNOTÏALWAYSÏ

SOCIAL, EMOTIONAL, AND 
ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT  
IN CONTEXT: Why It Matters 
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clear cut. Consider a student who has to choose 
BETWEENÏWRITINGÏTHEÏlRSTÏDRAFTÏOFÏANÏESSAYÏORÏTAKINGÏ
his or her grandmother to the doctor, or a student who 
misses three days of school to participate in a model 
U.N. When educators are disconnected from students’ 
lives outside their classrooms, they may misjudge 
student motivations and behavior. It is especially critical 
for school leaders to consider the needs of students 
holistically, as students who are hungry, unable to see 
the board, or lack a safe home environment may be 
MISDIAGNOSEDÏASÏHAVINGÏhSOCIALEMOTIONALÏDIFlCULTIES�vÏ
when in fact they are showing tremendous resilience.��  

Cultural background is also a factor in social-emotional 
DEVELOPMENT�Ï#ULTURALÏNORMSÏhDICTATEÏTHEÏMANAGEMENTÏ
ANDÏMODIlCATIONÏOFÏEMOTIONALÏDISPLAYSÏDEPENDINGÏ
ONÏSOCIALÏCIRCUMSTANCES�vÏPSYCHOLOGISTSÏARGUE��� 
How different cultures express happiness, sadness, 
anger, and other emotions varies. Educators who are 
not culturally aware, or lack experience with their 
students’ cultures, might deem a student’s behavior as 
unacceptable when it is outside White upper-middle- 
class social or cultural norms.��  

Social-emotional efforts too often focus on student 
behavior, especially in schools and districts that serve 
students from low-income backgrounds.�� Again, this is 
problematic because when the focus is not on how to 
support the holistically integrated social, emotional, and 
academic development of students, what remains is a 
singular focus on how students should think, behave, 
and feel based on existing norms that often disengage 
and oppress students of color and students from low-
income backgrounds. 

(OWÏINDIVIDUALSÏTHINK�ÏBEHAVE�ÏORÏFEELÏISÏNOTÏUNIVERSAL�Ï
it’s largely based on all the societal, individual, and 
cultural factors mentioned above. So, when contextual 
factors are overlooked, efforts to support social, 
emotional, and academic development are unlikely 
to be successful. Taken to the extreme, they can 
become yet another harmful tactic to control children 

WHOÏDON�TÏlTÏDOMINANTÏSOCIALÏNORMS�20 History shows 
all too well that efforts to assimilate students in this 
way disproportionately harm students of color and 
other students from marginalized communities. Such 
approaches in schools have echoed across history in the 
United States by viewing the languages and cultures of 
MANYÏSTUDENTSÏANDÏCOMMUNITIESÏOFÏCOLORÏASÏDElCIENCIESÏ
TOÏBEÏhlXEDvÏBYÏLEARNINGÏTHEÏDOMINANTÏLANGUAGEÏANDÏ
culture.�� Take, for example, the English-only laws that, 
while being overturned in many states, still exist and 
outlaw English learners from using any languages other 
than English in schools. These laws sought to force 
assimilation through language, which holds cultural and 
RACIALÏSIGNIlCANCEÏFORÏSTUDENTSÏANDÏCOMMUNITIES�ÏDESPITEÏ
CLEARÏRESEARCHÏSHOWINGÏTHEÏBENElTSÏOFÏSTUDENTSÏLEARNINGÏ
in both their home language and English.22   

But it doesn’t have to play out like this. Across the country, 
school leaders and educators are working to change 
the way they see students, how they address student 
behaviors, and how they support social-emotional well-
being at large. Take, for example, #HICAGOÏ0UBLICÏ3CHOOLS, 
where educators are trained in restorative justice as 
the alternative to exclusionary discipline, or the Native 
American Community Academy, where positive identity 
development is a priority and Native culture is integrated 
throughout the school, such as in culturally relevant 
pedagogy.23 Or consider CASEL’s Toolkit for Reopening 
and Renewing Our School Communities, designed to help 
educators manage amid the coronavirus pandemic as well 
as the national reckoning with racism. These approaches 
target context as a driving factor and have direct 
implications for social-emotional well-being. The vision 
presented in this report is designed to help more district 
and school leaders follow this lead. 

.%84Ï50 
Section Three: &OCUSÏ'ROUPÏ&INDINGS�Ï(OWÏ
3TUDENTSÏANDÏ&AMILIESÏOFÏ#OLORÏ!PPROACHÏ3OCIAL�Ï
Emotional, and Academic Development

https://blog.cps.edu/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/CPS_RP_Booklet.pdf
https://chanzuckerberg.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/20_0110-CZI-CSD-CaseStudy-NACA.pdf
https://chanzuckerberg.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/20_0110-CZI-CSD-CaseStudy-NACA.pdf
https://casel.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/SEL-ROADMAP.pdf
https://casel.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/SEL-ROADMAP.pdf
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03SECTION

FOCUS GROUP FINDINGS:  
How Students and Families 
of Color Approach Social, 
Emotional, and Academic 
Development
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I
1

2

3

How do participants perceive the 
importance of social and emotional  
SKILLSÏANDÏHOWÏTHEYÏRELATEÏTOÏSUCCESS�

Outside of learning academic subjects, 
what do students of color need to learn 
TOÏBEÏSUCCESSFUL�

What should the school’s role be in 
supporting students of color to learn  
THEÏFACTORSÏPARTICIPANTSÏIDENTIlED�

The themes presented here represent commonalities among all three groups. 

In order to make sure efforts to support social, emotional, and academic development 
WUXO\�EHQHÀW�DOO�VWXGHQWV��LW·V�LPSRUWDQW�WR�KHDU�DQG�OHDUQ�IURP�WKH�SHUVSHFWLYHV�RI�WKRVH�
whose views and experiences might not be represented by White upper-middle-class 
norms. For this reason, we set out to listen to students and families of color. We held 
three types of focus groups — students of color, Black family members, and Latino 
family members. All family members we spoke with had a direct role in their students’ 
educational journey. Student focus groups consisted of multiple races and ethnicities, 
including Black, Latino, and occasionally others; adult groups included parents, 
grandparents, aunts, uncles, etc. These adult groups (Black and Latino) were separated 
in an attempt to capture the distinct voices of these communities and their experiences. 
We asked the following research questions: 

FOCUS GROUP FINDINGS:  
How Students and Families 
of Color Approach Social, 
Emotional, and Academic 
Development
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Students of color Black families Latino families

Los Angeles, CA �� 4 ��

Oakland, CA 3 8 ��

,EXINGTON�Ï+9 �� 5 –

,OUISVILLE�Ï+9 6 – –

Chapel Hill, NC �� 7 –

Charlotte, NC �� 6 –

Houston, TX 4 �� –

Tukwila, WA 3 3 2

2ESEARCHERS�TRAVELED�TO�EIGHT�LOCATIONS�ACROSS�lVE�STATES��!LTHOUGH�WE�ATTEMPTED�TO�HOLD�ALL�THREE�FOCUS�GROUP�
TYPES�IN�EACH�LOCATION��WHETHER�THIS�OCCURRED�DEPENDED�ON�OUR�ABILITY�TO�lND�PARTICIPANTS�FOR�EACH�GROUP��%ACH�
FOCUS�GROUP�HELD�UP�TO����PARTICIPANTS�AND��IN�ALL��WE�SPOKE�WITH����STUDENTS�AND����FAMILY�MEMBERS��4HE�
FOLLOWING�TABLE�IDENTIlES�WHICH�FOCUS�GROUPS�WERE�HELD�IN�EACH�LOCATION�

FOCUS GROUP LOCATIONS
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4OÏBEGINÏTHISÏPARTÏOFÏTHEÏDIALOGUE�ÏWEÏlRSTÏASKEDÏ
participants to identify how they envisioned success 
for themselves (if students) or for their children 
(if family members). This initial question was 
meant to set a foundation for what participants 
hoped to achieve through school. Importantly, we 
found that participants already considered social-
emotional well-being and learning social-emotional 
COMPETENCIESÏTOÏBEÏPARTÏOFÏHOWÏTHEYÏDElNEDÏSUCCESS�Ï
We also followed up with a question in our protocol 
asking participants whether and how important it 
is for students of color to learn social skills, skills 
related to emotion and behavior, and any other social 
or emotional factors participants had already noted. 
0ARTICIPANTSÏFURTHERÏELABORATEDÏONÏHOWÏCRITICALÏTHESEÏ
THINGSÏAREÏTOÏTHEIRÏDElNITIONSÏOFÏSUCCESS�

SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL 
WELL-BEING AND SOCIAL-
%-/4)/.!,Ï#/-0%4%.#%Ï)3Ï
!Ï0!24Ï/&Ï35##%33
When asked what success is, participants 
consistently said that it’s more than meeting 
academic standards and getting a well-paying job. 
A number of students and family members said 
happiness and well-being are more critical to success 
than academic or career outcomes, and that a career 
THEYÏREALLYÏENJOYEDÏANDÏFOUNDÏFULlLLINGÏISÏPIVOTALÏ
TOÏSUCCESS�Ï0ARTICIPANTSÏENVISIONEDÏANDÏHOPEDÏFORÏ

How do participants perceive the importance of 
learning social and emotional skills and how they 
relate to success?01

QUESTION

empathy, respect, positive relationships, giving 
BACKÏTOÏTHEÏCOMMUNITY�ÏANDÏFULlLLINGÏTHEIRÏPOTENTIALÏ
and realizing their dreams. While they still desired 
lNANCIALÏFREEDOM�ÏINDEPENDENCE�ÏANDÏAÏREPUTABLEÏ
career, they spoke more frequently about social and 
emotional components to success. 

A Latina student in Oakland, CA, said:

´,�WKLQN�>VRFLDO�DQG�HPRWLRQDO�VNLOOV@�SOD\�
the biggest role, especially understanding 
your well-being and all of that, because, I 
mean, if you’re not in a good mental state, 
it’s harder for you to actually achieve those 
JRDOV�WKDW�\RX�SXW�IRU�\RXUVHOI��6RFLDO�VNLOOV��
they’re highly important when it comes to, 
OLNH��WKH�ZRUN�HQYLURQPHQW��$QG�QRW�MXVW�LQ�
WKH�ZRUN�HQYLURQPHQW��EXW�DOVR�ZKHQ�\RX�
JHW�WR�FROOHJH��«�,W·V�LPSRUWDQW�WR�NQRZ�
how to socialize with other people that don’t 
QHFHVVDULO\�ORRN�OLNH�\RX��RU�GRQ·W�VKDUH�WKH�
VDPH�EHOLHIV�µ

When asked what she hopes for her grandchildren’s 
future, a Latina grandmother in Tukwila, WA, said 
her hope is that they grow up to be “good people, 
JHQHURXV��ZLWK�JRRG�KHDUWV�µ One Black mother 
in Los Angeles said that more than just a good job, 
´VXFFHVV�LV�D�VWDWH�RI�PLQG�µ� 

We then asked participants who is responsible for 
teaching these social-emotional skills. 
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IT STARTS IN THE HOME, BUT 
3#(//,3Ï0,!9Ï!Ï2/,%
We asked participants where youth should be learning 
social and emotional competencies, such as those 
THEYÏSPOKEÏABOUTÏWHENÏTHEYÏDElNEDÏSUCCESS�Ï)NITIALÏ
answers were always at home with family and in 
the community, but secondary answers frequently 
suggested schools should play a role as well. 

/NEÏ"LACKÏMOTHERÏINÏ,EXINGTON�Ï+9�ÏSAID�

´,I�WKHUH�VKRXOG�EH�D�SXUSRVH�>WR�VFKRRO��
LW�VKRXOG�EH@�WR�OHDUQ�OLIH�VNLOOV��%HFDXVH�
you’re away from the bosom of your mother 
DQG�IDWKHU�IRU�HLJKW�KRXUV��6R��LQ�WKDW�WUDFW�
of time, you should be learning your basic 
IXQGDPHQWDOV��\RXU�HGXFDWLRQDO�$%&V�����V��
DOVR�OHDUQLQJ�DQRWKHU�ODQJXDJH��,�EHOLHYH��$QG�
learning also about social, emotional, how to 
JHW�DORQJ�ZLWK�RWKHUV�µ

When discussing her son’s social life, a Latina mother 
in Oakland, CA, felt that adults in the school should 
have some responsibility for what students experience 
when they are on school grounds, especially when 
discrimination occurs:

“It’s important that both the parent and the 
teachers see that a child is not more than 
another because they dress differently or 
EHFDXVH�WKH\�VSHDN�GLIIHUHQWO\�RU�EHFDXVH�WKH\�
ZDON�GLIIHUHQWO\��%HFDXVH�WKDW·V�ZKDW�,�VHH�
a lot in schools, that they have a hard time 
socializing because other students label them, 
DQG�GLVFULPLQDWLRQ�EHJLQV��EXOO\LQJ�EHJLQV��
«�7KHUH�VKRXOG�EH�D�FRPPXQLFDWLRQ�EHWZHHQ�
WHDFKHU�DQG�SDUHQWV��7HDFKHUV�FDQ�JHW�LQYROYHG�
no matter how small the problem is — that 
is, they are calling you, but someone is also 
SUHVHQW�>LQ�WKH�VFKRRO@�µ

3TUDENTSÏAGREED�Ï!Ï,ATINAÏSTUDENTÏINÏ,OUISVILLE�Ï+9�Ï
explained:

´,W·V�\RXU�IDPLO\��EXW�WKHQ�LW·V�\RX�NQRZLQJ�
ZKHQ�WR�DSSO\�RU�ZKHUH�WR�DSSO\��\RX�NQRZ��
WKDW�SHUVSHFWLYH��%XW�DW�WKH�VDPH�WLPH��LW·V�
VFKRRO��EHFDXVH�\RX�VSHQG�HLJKW�KRXUV��ÀYH�
WLPHV�D�ZHHN�DW�WKDW�SODFH��6R��LW·V�DOPRVW�OLNH�
HYHU\ERG\�VKRXOG�EH�RQ�WKH�VDPH�SDJH�µ

A Black Latino student in Oakland, CA, said:

´$�ORW�RI�SHRSOH�DUH�IDPLOLDU�ZLWK�WKH�VD\LQJ�� 
¶,W�WDNHV�D�YLOODJH�WR�UDLVH�D�FKLOG�·�6R��,�EHOLHYH�
LW�WDNHV�GLIIHUHQW�SODFHV��6R��\RX�QHHG�WR�JHW�
LW�DW�KRPH��ÀUVW�DQG�IRUHPRVW��EHFDXVH�WKDW·V�
ZKHUH�\RXU�HGXFDWLRQ�DFWXDOO\�VWDUWV��«�%XW�
WKHQ�DOVR��VFKRRO�VLWHV��«�6FKRROV�KDYH�D�ELJ�
UROH�WR�SOD\�µ

Ultimately, participants believed family and the 
community are most responsible for supporting the 
social and emotional development of children, but 
because children spend so much of their time in 
school, adults there should work to support the holistic 
development of children. 

As a Black mother in Los Angeles, CA, said:

´,W�WDNHV�D�YLOODJH�WR�JHW�LW�GRQH������7R�PDNH�VXUH�
WKDW�ZH�>DUH@�RSHQLQJ�GRRUV�IRU�WKHP�WR�ZDON�
>WKURXJK@�DQG�VR�WKH\·OO�OHDUQ�KRZ�WR�RSHQ�WKHLU�
RZQ�GRRUV�WR�SXUVXH�>WKHLU@�RZQ�SDWKV�µ
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Outside of learning academic subjects, what do 
students of color need to learn to be successful?02

QUESTION

&ORÏTHISÏSECONDÏPARTÏOFÏTHEÏDIALOGUE�ÏWEÏBROADENEDÏOURÏ
question to ask what else students of color must learn, 
other than academic subjects, to be successful in a 
variety of ways, including academically, socially, in a 
job or career, or in any other settings. We did not want 
TOÏNARROWÏOURÏLANGUAGEÏTOÏhSOCIALEMOTIONALÏSKILLSvÏFORÏ
this question so that participants would not feel limited 
TOÏWHATÏTHEYÏCONSIDEREDÏORÏHADÏHEARDÏDElNITIONSÏOFÏ
social-emotional skills to be. We especially worked to 
probe participants on some of the comments they had 
MADEÏINÏTHEÏlRSTÏPARTÏOFÏTHEÏDIALOGUE�Ï4HEÏKEYÏTHEMEÏ
emerging from this conversation was the need for 
an explicit focus on racial identity development and 
how it relates to all of the social, emotional, and even 
academic needs of students.

)$%.4)49Ï)3Ï4(%Ï#/2%Ï/&Ï
SOCIAL, EMOTIONAL, AND 
!#!$%-)#Ï$%6%,/0-%.4
Know your culture
We asked participants what factors outside of 
academic knowledge matter for success, and while 
most participants did respond with some of the more 
commonly associated social-emotional skills, such as 
making responsible decisions, they also responded with 
factors related to racial, ethnic, and cultural identity. One 
Los Angeles Black mother’s immediate response was:

“Knowledge of self — who they are,  
WKHLU�FXOWXUH��7KH\�QHHG�WR�OHDUQ�KRZ�WR� 
ORYH�ZLWKLQ�µ

To which another Black mother responded:

´$QG�WKDW�EULQJV�DERXW�FRQÀGHQFH��,I�\RX� 
GRQ·W�ORYH�\RXUVHOI��\RX·UH�QRW�FRQÀGHQW�LQ�
ZKR�\RX�DUH��,I�\RX·UH�QRW�FRQÀGHQW��WKHQ�
you’re not really interested in anything, 
HVSHFLDOO\�OHDUQLQJ�µ

Latino participants similarly responded with a focus on 
culture, but immigrant parents often focused on their 
experiences. One Latino father in Oakland, CA, said:

´0\�VRQ�LV�$PHULFDQ��+H�ZDV�ERUQ�KHUH��%XW�
,�ZDQW�KLP�WR�NQRZ�ZKHUH�ZH�FRPH�IURP��
RXU�VWUXJJOH��RXU�FXOWXUH��7KDW�ZH�FDPH�KHUH�
so that he could have a better life, so that he 
FRXOG�KDYH�D�EHWWHU�OLIH�WKDQ�PLQH�µ

Students agreed being culturally aware was critical. 
/NEÏ,ATINAÏSTUDENTÏINÏ,EXINGTON�Ï+9�ÏSAID�

´%HLQJ�DZDUH�RI�\RXU�FXOWXUH�DQG�HYHU\ERG\�
HOVH·V��OLNH��DURXQG�\RXU�FRPPXQLW\��LV�YHU\�
important, because you can’t have somebody 
tell you, ‘Oh, yeah, you came from this 
EDFNJURXQG��VR�WKLV�PHDQV�WKDW�\RX·UH�D� 
EDG�SHUVRQ�·µ
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But being cognizant of one’s own racial, ethnic, 
and cultural identity isn’t enough, according to the 
students and family members with whom we spoke. 
0ARTICIPANTSÏTOOKÏTHEÏCONVERSATIONÏAÏSTEPÏFURTHERÏWITHÏ
COMMENTSÏABOUTÏTHEÏNEEDÏTOÏhCODEÏSWITCHvÏINÏORDERÏ
TOÏSURVIVEÏINÏAÏ7HITEÏSOCIETY�Ï&ORÏMANYÏSTUDENTSÏ
WHOSEÏBACKGROUNDSÏDON�TÏlTÏTHEÏ7HITEÏUPPERMIDDLE
CLASSÏNORMS�ÏAÏSCHOOLÏlLLEDÏWITHÏADULTSÏWHOÏASCRIBEÏ
to those norms feels very alienating. Adults need 
to recognize that they hold the power in school 
buildings, and place tremendous social and emotional 
burdens on these students to adapt and change. 
If adults don’t engage with families, welcome the 
cultures and values from their communities, and work 
TOÏCHANGEÏTHEÏSYSTEMÏTOÏAFlRMÏANDÏSUPPORTÏSTUDENTSÏ
of color, this rift will continue to place additional 
social-emotional burdens on their students.

One Black parent in Charlotte, NC, spoke about the 
ubiquitous conversation Black parents have with their 
CHILDRENÏABOUTÏTHEIRÏINTERACTIONSÏWITHÏPOLICEÏOFlCERS�


Ï,ADSON"ILLINGS�Ï'�Ï�����	�Ï"UTÏTHAT�SÏJUSTÏGOODÏTEACHING�Ï4HEÏCASEÏFORÏCULTURALLYÏRELEVANTÏPEDAGOGY�ÏTheory Into Practice�Ï����	�Ï�������ÏÏ

Ï0ARIS�Ï$��Ï�Ï!LIM�Ï(�Ï3�Ï
�����	�Ï7HATÏAREÏWEÏSEEKINGÏTOÏSUSTAINÏTHROUGHÏCULTURALLYÏSUSTAININGÏPEDAGOGY�Ï!ÏLOVINGÏCRITIQUEÏFORWARD�Ï(ARVARD�%DUCATIONAL�2EVIEW�Ï����	�Ï������ÏÏ


Ï-C#ARTY�Ï4�Ï
,��Ï�Ï,EE�Ï4�Ï3�Ï�����	�Ï#RITICALÏCULTURALLYÏSUSTAINING�REVITALIZINGÏPEDAGOGYÏANDÏ)NDIGENOUSÏEDUCATIONÏSOVEREIGNTY�Ï(ARVARD�%DUCATIONAL�2EVIEW�Ï����	�Ï�������

)N�������RESEARCHER�'LORIA�,ADSON"ILLINGS�FRAMED�THE�CONNECTIONS�BETWEEN�CULTURAL�COMPETENCE��ACADEMIC�
success, and critical consciousness (i.e., sociopolitical consciousness that encourages questioning cultural norms 
AND�THE�STRUCTURES�AND�SYSTEMS�THAT�OPPRESS�AND�DISCRIMINATE	�AND�EXPLICATED�THE�NEED�TO�HAVE�A�CULTURALLY�
relevant pedagogy in schools.* In the years since, a series of asset-based pedagogies (e.g., culturally sustaining 
PEDAGOGY

�AND�CULTURALLY�REVITALIZING�PEDAGOGY


	�HAVE�GROWN�FROM�THAT�FRAMEWORK��4HESE�APPROACHES�TO�
TEACHING�REQUIRE�AN�ASSETBASED�MINDSET�AND�CENTER�RACIAL�AND�CULTURAL�IDENTITY�IN�ACADEMIC�LEARNING��WHICH�
CONNECTS�DEEPLY�TO�PARTICIPANTS��STATEMENTS�REGARDING�THE�CRITICAL�NATURE�OF�IDENTITY��4EACHING7ORKS provides a 
MORE�DETAILED�UNDERSTANDING�FOR�THOSE�WHO�WISH�TO�LEARN�MORE��

CENTERING RACIAL IDENTITY IN CLASSROOMS

´7KH\�JRW�WR�NQRZ�WKDW�EHLQJ�%ODFN·V�QRW�WKH�
VDPH�DV�EHLQJ�:KLWH��7KDW�WKH\�KDYH�WR�DFW�D�
certain way around White people, especially 
ZKHQ�WKH\�JRW�SRZHU��:H�DOO�JLYH�RXU�NLGV�¶WKH�
WDON·�VR�WKDW�WKH\�FRPH�KRPH�VDIH�µ

!Ï"LACKÏMOTHERÏINÏ,EXINGTON�Ï+9�ÏSAID�

“I taught my girls early on how to code-switch, 
DQG�LW·V�QHFHVVDU\��«�7KH\·YH�JRWWD�EH�DEOH�WR�
OLYH�LQ�ERWK�ZRUOGV�µ

A Latina student in Tukwila, WA, made the case for 
knowing other cultural backgrounds:

´,�WKLQN�LW·V�OLNH��OHDUQLQJ�WR�DGDSW�WR�\RXU�
VXUURXQGLQJV��RQH��DQG�WZR��MXVW�NQRZLQJ� 
WKDW�WKHUH·V�RWKHU�FXOWXUHV��\RX�NQRZ��RXW�
there, and respecting those cultures the  
same way that you would want them to 
UHVSHFW��\RX�NQRZ��\RXU�FXOWXUH�µ

http://www.teachingworks.org/images/files/TeachingWorks_Paris.pdf
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What should the school’s role be in supporting 
students of color to learn the factors 
SDUWLFLSDQWV�LGHQWLÀHG"03

QUESTION

)NÏTHEÏTHIRDÏPARTÏOFÏTHEÏCONVERSATION�ÏWEÏlRSTÏASKEDÏ
participants whether they trusted schools to teach the 
social and emotional skills they value, and then asked 
what schools need to do to ensure students build 
HEALTHYÏRELATIONSHIPSÏANDÏCONlDENCE�ÏANDÏCANÏCELEBRATEÏ
and develop racial identity the way participants had 
discussed, as well as, generally, what schools should 
do to support students of color as they strive for 
success. Although participants felt schools should 
support social-emotional skill building, most felt that 
school systems are not currently set up to do so, and 
ESPECIALLYÏNOTÏFORÏSTUDENTSÏOFÏCOLOR�Ï0ARTICIPANTSÏCITEDÏ
a lack of basic building blocks to create environments 
where all students succeed, and so, said that they 
couldn’t trust schools to support social-emotional 
learning in this way. One Black and Latino student in 
Oakland, CA, explained:

´7KH�ZD\�VFKRROV�DUH�VWUXFWXUHG�QRZ��DQG�WKH�
way education is structured, it’s not set up for 
VWXGHQWV�WR�VXFFHHG�LQ�WKRVH�HQYLURQPHQWV��$QG�
not to say students don’t succeed, but not all 
VWXGHQWV�GR��6RPH�VWXGHQWV�PDNH�LW�RXW��EXW�
aren’t ready for the world after high school, or 
HYHQ�DIWHU�PLGGOH�VFKRRO��6R��LW·V�OLNH�\RX·UH�QRW�
always set up to succeed based on how schools 
DUH�VWUXFWXUHG�µ

In fact, when asked whether they trust the education 
system to teach students of color the social-emotional 
factors they valued, -/34Ï0!24)#)0!.43Ï2%30/.$%$Ï
7)4(Ï!Ï2%3/5.$).'Ïh./�v 0ARTICIPANTSÏARGUEDÏTHATÏ
school systems and many educators are too biased, fail to 
incorporate student and family voice, and are systemically 
racist, and therefore are not prepared to implement pull-
out programs or explicit social-emotional curricula in a 
WAYÏTHATÏREmECTSÏSTUDENTS�ÏNEEDS�Ï0ARTICIPANTSÏRECOGNIZEDÏ
the importance of explicit conversations and teaching 
about social-emotional skills, mindsets such as believing 
in students’ abilities, racial identity, and managing 
BEHAVIOR�ÏBUTÏHADÏSIGNIlCANTÏCONCERNSÏABOUTÏTEACHERSÏ
explicitly discussing these skills given past experiences 
that left families feeling that educators too often don’t 
have the right mindset to even broach these topics with 
students of color. When a group of Black family members 
responded that even when some teachers might be 
trusted, the school as a system could not, one Black 
MOTHERÏINÏ,EXINGTON�Ï+9�ÏEXPLAINED�

´:H�DOO�KDYH�D�VWRU\��,�FDQ�UHPHPEHU��P\�VRQ�
«�KDG�DOZD\V�EHHQ�DW�WKH�WRS�RI�KLV�FODVV��EXW�
KDG�D�WHDFKHU��DQG�KH�VWDUWHG�WR�VOLS��$QG�>WKH�
WHDFKHU�VDLG@��¶2K��GRQ·W�ZRUU\��KH·V�MXVW�VWDUWLQJ�
WR�QRUPDOL]H�·�6R�,�PHDQ��KH�ZDV�PDUJLQDOL]HG��
+LV�OLG�ZDV�WLJKWHQHG�ULJKW�WKHQ��DQG�LI�,�KDGQ·W�
— I lost trust in the school, lost trust in the 
administrator that no one was gonna continue to 
SXVK�KLP��«�:H�KDYH�VFKRROV�WKDW�ZRXOG�UDWKHU�
MXVW�NLQG�RI�SXW�NLGV�RQ�D�PXWH�EXWWRQ�WR�JHW�
WKURXJK�³�JR�WKURXJK�WKH�PRWLRQV�RI�HYHU\�GD\�µ
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0ARTICIPANTSÏARGUEDÏTHATÏEDUCATORSÏMUSTÏCONSISTENTLYÏ
believe that all students can thrive and grow to the 
best of their abilities, and that students’ identities 
and cultural resources are assets. They also argued 
that educators must intentionally build supportive 
relationships with students and families. Unfortunately, 
participants also noted that these necessities are too 
often not part of their experiences with schooling. 
If the systems in place are not designed to ensure 
students don’t experience discrimination and 
marginalization, then Black and Latino families will 
not trust schools to explicitly discuss hard things like 
whether some behaviors are appropriate, or other 
social-emotional skills, such as students believing in 
their ability to achieve their goals. Instead, parents 
believe they must prepare their children for what 
schools are not going to do for them because of their 
race or ethnicity. This is an untenable situation that 
will actively suppress the social, emotional, and 
academic development of students of color. 

* http://www.ascd.org/publications/educational-leadership/mar03/vol60/num06/Trust-in-Schools@-A-Core-Resource-for-School-Reform.aspx

In Trust in Schools: A Core Resource for Improvement, Anthony Bryk and Barbara Schneider detail the results of 
A�LONGITUDINAL�STUDY�OF�����#HICAGO�ELEMENTARY�SCHOOLS��IN�WHICH�RELATIONAL�TRUST�AMONG�TEACHERS��PARENTS��AND�
school leaders played a central role in building effective education communities.* Trust is a key resource for 
REFORM�AS�WELL�AS�THE�CULTURE�AND�CLIMATE�IN�A�SCHOOL��)F�SCHOOL�LEADERS�WISH�TO�CREATE�MEANINGFUL�CHANGE�AND�
IMPROVEMENT�THAT�LEAD�TO�BETTER�SOCIAL��EMOTIONAL��AND�ACADEMIC�OUTCOMES�FOR�STUDENTS��IT�WILL�BE�CRITICAL�TO�BUILD�
this trust. 

WHY TRUST MATTERS

/NEÏ"LACKÏPARENTÏINÏ,EXINGTON�Ï+9�ÏSAID�

“I guarantee every one of us at this table 
WDXJKW�WKHLU�NLGV�VRPHWKLQJ��RU�JRW�WKHP�UHDG\�
before they went to school, because there was 
WKLV�WKLQJ�LQ�RXU�ERGLHV�WKDW�VDLG��¶7KH\·UH�QRW�
JRQQD�GR�ZKDW�ZH�FDQ�IRU�RXU�FKLOGUHQ�·µ

0ARTICIPANTSÏARGUEDÏTHATÏSCHOOLSÏCOULDÏNOTÏBEÏTRUSTEDÏ
to do this work well without addressing systemic 
racism and inequities and creating environments where 
students of color are encouraged to thrive. Without 
gaining trust from families and communities by 
creating a positive and inclusive learning environment 
that truly supports social, emotional, and academic 
development, distrust and unsupportive environments 
will undermine skill-building efforts. It is therefore 
critical to understand how school structures and 
policies should shift to gain that trust. In particular, 
participants focused on ensuring schools foster student 
belonging, challenge students to reach their potential, 
and provide students with the academic and holistic 
supports they need to thrive — all components of 
social, emotional, and academic development.

http://www.ascd.org/publications/educational-leadership/mar03/vol60/num06/Trust-in-Schools@-A-Core-Resource-for-School-Reform.aspx
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CREATE LEARNING 
%.6)2/.-%.43Ï7(%2%Ï
345$%.43Ï3%%Ï4(%-3%,6%3Ï
!.$Ï425,9Ï"%,/.'
$OORZ�VWXGHQWV�WR�EH�WKHLU� 
authentic selves

Students, especially youth of color, are often expected 
to leave their identities at the school door. But learning 
and development are inherently social and emotional, 
and identity is a critical piece of how youth socialize 
ANDÏADDRESSÏTHEIRÏEMOTIONS�Ï&URTHERMORE�ÏHOWÏSTUDENTSÏ
SEEÏTHEMSELVESÏASÏlTTINGÏINTOÏANÏACADEMICÏWORLDÏISÏ
critical to their intellectual engagement. As one Black 
grandmother in Los Angeles, CA, said:

´6FKRRO�VKRXOG�EH�D�VDIH�]RQH�IRU�D�NLG�WR�EH�
DEOH�WR�FRPH�DQG�UHDOO\�EH�WKHLU�VHOI�µ

A Black and Latino student in Oakland, CA, argued 
the importance of being able to be himself in school 
because:

´$W�WKH�HQG�RI�WKH�GD\��P\�QDPH�LV�P\�
brand, and I can’t separate personal and 
professional because — at the same time — 
,·P�WKH�VDPH�SHUVRQ�µ

7HDFK�RXU�KLVWRU\

0ARTICIPANTSÏNOTEDÏTHEÏNEEDÏFORÏACADEMICÏCURRICULAÏTOÏ
be more inclusive. Students must see balanced and 
non-stereotypical representations of themselves in 
THEIRÏCURRICULAÏBECAUSEÏBEINGÏREmECTEDÏINÏTHEIRÏLEARNINGÏ
environments sends messages about whether they 
belong in their schools. Missing this has a profound 
effect on how they see themselves. A Latina student in 
Los Angeles explained:

´<RX�NQRZ��QRW�HYHU\�/DWLQR·V�D�IDUPHU��7KHUH·V�
/DWLQRV�WKDW�DUH�LQYROYHG�LQ�ODZ��\RX�NQRZ��
HYHU\WKLQJ�HOVH��6R��LW·V�OLNH��MXVW�VHHLQJ�RXU�FXOWXUH�
in the curriculum would be nice, because once 
ZH�JHW�WR�FROOHJH��ZH�NQRZ�ZKHUH�ZH�FRPH�IURP��
6R��\RX·UH�QRW�JRQQD�QHFHVVDULO\�IHHO�EHOLWWOHG�
ZKHQ�\RX�VHH�HYHU\RQH�DURXQG�\RX�LV��\RX�NQRZ��D�
GLIIHUHQW�FXOWXUH��RU�D�GLIIHUHQW�UDFH�µ

Black parents unanimously agreed, noting that a brief 
and shallow inclusion of their history in schools during 
"LACKÏ(ISTORYÏ-ONTHÏDOESÏNOTÏSUFlCE�Ï!CROSSÏTHEÏCOUNTRY�Ï
this sentiment is being echoed — that teaching about 
the history of Black oppression should be met with 
equal time given to narratives of Black resistance and 
EXCELLENCE�ÏTHATÏ"LACKÏHISTORYÏSHOULDÏBEÏMOREÏHOLISTICÏ
than just a few notable names being spoken over and 
OVER�ÏANDÏTHATÏIT�SÏCRITICALÏTOÏDISCUSSÏTHEÏSTILLEXISTINGÏ
mechanisms of White supremacy that systematically 
oppress people of color rather than end the teaching of 
Black history with the Civil Rights Movement.24 As one 
Black parent in Chapel Hill, NC, said:

´:HOO��ÀUVW�RI�DOO��WKH\�QHHG�WR�SXW� 
%ODFN�KLVWRU\�EDFN�LQ�RXU�VFKRROV��DQG� 
QRW�MXVW�LQ�)HEUXDU\�µ

Another Black parent in Houston, TX, exclaimed:

´7HDFK�RXU�KLVWRU\�µ

3IMILARLY�ÏAÏ"LACKÏSTUDENTÏINÏ,OUISVILLE�Ï+9�ÏEXPRESSEDÏ
her frustration:

´,�WKLQN�WKDW�ZH�VKRXOG�WDON�DERXW�RWKHU�
SHRSOH��RWKHU�WKDQ�MXVW�5RVD�3DUNV�DQG�0DUWLQ�
/XWKHU�.LQJ��«�,·YH�EHHQ�OHDUQLQJ�DERXW�WKDW�
VLQFH�,�ZDV�OLNH�LQ�ÀUVW�JUDGH��«�,�KDG�WR�UHDG�
P\VHOI�DERXW�SHRSOH�OLNH�0DOFROP�;�DQG�WKLQJV�
OLNH�WKDW��«�:K\�FDQ·W�ZH�WDON�DERXW�RWKHU�
SHRSOH"�%HFDXVH�ZH·YH�EHHQ�UHYLHZLQJ�WKH�VDPH�
LQIRUPDWLRQ�IRU�WKH�SDVW�HLJKW�\HDUV�µ

https://time.com/5771045/black-history-month-evolution/
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A pilot program of ethnic studies classes in San Francisco high schools led to gains in student attendance and 
GRADES��AS�WELL�AS�AN�INCREASE�IN�CREDIT�ACCUMULATION��4HESE�ETHNIC�STUDIES�COURSES�ENGAGE�STUDENTS�BY�PROVIDING�
OPPORTUNITIES�TO�EXAMINE�THE�ROLES�OF�RACE��NATIONALITY��AND�CULTURE�ON�IDENTITY��AND�THE�POLITICAL�AND�HISTORICAL�
FORCES�AFFECTING�RACIAL��ETHNIC��AND�RELIGIOUS�GROUPS��ALL�IN�AN�ACADEMIC�CONTEXT��2ESEARCH�SHOWS�THAT�ETHNIC�
STUDIES�CLASSES�HAVE�SIGNIlCANT�POSITIVE�IMPACTS�ON�ACADEMIC�OUTCOMES�FOR�STUDENTS�OF�COLOR��AND�THERE�ARE�
ADVANTAGES�TO�ALL�STUDENTS�TAKING�THESE�COURSES�
�#ALIFORNIA�S�$EPARTMENT�OF�%DUCATION�IS�CURRENTLY�WORKING�TO�
revise and support ethnic studies curricula for the state.**  

7HILE�THIS�IS�A�lRST�STEP�IN�RECOGNIZING�THE�IMPORTANCE�OF�INCLUDING�THE�HISTORIES�OF�PEOPLE�OF�COLOR��WE�HOPE�STATES�
AND�DISTRICTS�WILL�GO�BEYOND�THESE�COURSES�BY�WORKING�TO�INCLUDE�THIS�CONTENT�IN�ALL�ASPECTS�OF�ACADEMIC�CURRICULA��
Teaching the history and contribution of communities of color as a separate “ethnic studies” course perpetuates 
the notion that people of color are “outsiders” and are not part of “American” history. Additionally, beyond 
teaching this history, studying systemic racism and injustice throughout academic curricula encourages critical 
ANALYTICAL�SKILLS�AND�PERSPECTIVE�TAKING��WHICH�ARE�ALL�SKILLS�IMPORTANT�TO�ACADEMIC�DEVELOPMENT��Seattle   

is applying this concept in math.***�-ATH�IN�THE�DISTRICT�S�CURRICULUM�IS�REFRAMED�THROUGH�A�SOCIAL�JUSTICE�LENS�AND�
gives students opportunities to apply their skills to understand real inequities.

BEYOND ETHNIC STUDIES


$EE�Ï4��Ï�Ï0ENNER�Ï%�Ï�����	�Ï4HEÏ#AUSALÏ%FFECTSÏOFÏ#ULTURALÏ2ELEVANCE�Ï%VIDENCEÏFROMÏANÏ%THNICÏ3TUDIESÏ#URRICULUMÏ�#%0!Ï7ORKINGÏ0APERÏ.O�����	�Ï2ETRIEVEDÏFROMÏ3TANFORDÏ#ENTERÏFORÏ%DUCATIONÏ 
0OLICYÏ!NALYSIS�ÏHTTP���CEPA�STANFORD�EDU�WP�����ÏÏ

&ENSTERWALD�Ï*�Ï�����	�Ï#ALIFORNIA�SÏSCHOOLSÏCHIEFÏSTATESÏHISÏPOSITIONÏASÏHISÏDEPARTMENTÏREVISESÏETHNICÏSTUDIESÏCURRICULUM�Ï%D3OURCE�ÏHTTPS���EDSOURCE�
ORG������CALIFORNIASSCHOOLSCHIEFSTATESHISPOSITIONASHISDEPARTMENTREVISESETHNICSTUDIESCURRICULUM��������Ï


3EALE�Ï#�Ï������Ï.OVÏ��	�Ï3EATTLEÏ0UBLICÏ3CHOOLS�ÏPLANÏFORÏMATHÏANDÏSOCIALÏJUSTICEÏ
ACTUALLYÏADDSÏUP�Ï&ORBES�ÏHTTPS���WWW�FORBES�COM�SITES�COLINSEALE������������SEATTLEPUBLICSCHOOLSPLANFORMATHANDSOCIALJUSTICEACTUALLYADDSUP�����������AC�

https://edsource.org/2020/californias-schools-chief-states-his-position-as-his-department-revises-ethnic-studies-curriculum/623427
https://edsource.org/2020/californias-schools-chief-states-his-position-as-his-department-revises-ethnic-studies-curriculum/623427
https://www.forbes.com/sites/colinseale/2019/11/23/seattle-public-schools-plan-for-math-and-social-justice-actually-adds-up/%23273e7df74ac2
http://cepa.stanford.edu/wp16-01
https://www.forbes.com/sites/colinseale/2019/11/23/seattle-public-schools-plan-for-math-and-social-justice-actually-adds-up/%23420062274ac2
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'LYHUVLI\�WKH�WHDFKLQJ�ZRUNIRUFH
In addition to lack of representation of people of 
color in curricula, participants noted the lack of 
representation in their teachers. One Black father  
in Chapel Hill, NC, said succinctly:

´+LUH�PRUH�%ODFN�WHDFKHUV�µ

When students see themselves in their classrooms, 
they are more likely to feel they belong and build 
relationships with teachers and build trust in schools. 
And those relationships and trust are key to supporting 
social, emotional, and academic development.

!Ï"LACKÏMOTHERÏINÏ,EXINGTON�Ï+9�ÏSHAREDÏONEÏ
experience:

´,�WKLQN�WKDW�KDYLQJ�D�WHDFKHU�WKDW�ORRNV�OLNH�
\RX�LV�YHU\�LPSRUWDQW��,�ZHQW�WR�DQ�DOO�ER\V·�
VFKRRO�ODVW�\HDU�WR�UHDG�WR�WKH�NLGV�³�DERXW�
����ZHUH�%ODFN��$QG�DOO�WKH�WHDFKHUV�ZHUH�
:KLWH��7KH�NLGV�ZHUH�URZG\��WKH\�ZHUHQ·W�
listening; and the teachers were frustrated, and 
,�MXVW�IHOW�OLNH�WKH\�GLGQ·W�JHW�>WKH�ER\V@��,�IHHO�
OLNH�WKH\�GLGQ·W�XQGHUVWDQG�WKHLU�FXOWXUH��DQG�
WKH\�ZHUHQ·W�WU\LQJ�WR�µ

CHALLENGE STUDENTS TO 
4(2)6%Ï!.$Ï425,9Ï"%,)%6%Ï
4(%9Ï#!.Ï35##%%$

3URYLGH�FKDOOHQJLQJ�FRXUVHZRUN

0ARTICIPANTSÏARGUEDÏTHATÏSTUDENTSÏNEEDÏTOÏBEÏCHALLENGEDÏ
in school, and that doing so not only provides students 
academic stimulation but supports their sense of self 
ANDÏTHEIRÏEMOTIONALÏFULlLLMENT�Ï#ONTRARYÏTOÏTHEÏBELIEFÏTHATÏ
students want it easy in school, many students we spoke 
with, regardless of whether they participated in advanced 
courses, expressed a desire to be challenged by their 
coursework.  !SÏONEÏ"LACKÏSTUDENTÏINÏ,EXINGTON�Ï+9�ÏSAID�

´,�WKLQN�EHLQJ�VXFFHVVIXO�IRU�PH�ZRXOG�PHDQ�
IHHOLQJ�FKDOOHQJHG�HYHU\�GD\�µ

0ARENTSÏAGREED�Ï!SÏONEÏ"LACKÏMOTHERÏINÏ 
Los Angeles said:

´7KH\�QHHG�WR�EH�FKDOOHQJHG�PHQWDOO\�µ

But too often students of color are not provided with 
challenging coursework25 or have inequitable access to 
advanced course pathways.26 This has an impact not 
only on students who are left out of these classrooms 
but also on the few who do gain access. One Black 
STUDENTÏINÏ,OUISVILLE�Ï+9�ÏDISCUSSEDÏHERÏEXPERIENCE�

´,�WKLQN�EHLQJ�D�%ODFN�JLUO�KDG�D�OLWWOH�ELW�WR�
GR�ZLWK�>QRW�IHHOLQJ�OLNH�,�EHORQJ@��HVSHFLDOO\�
EHFDXVH�«�,�WRRN�WZR�$3�FODVVHV�P\�VHQLRU�
year, and in both of those classes, I was the 
RQO\�%ODFN�SHUVRQ��$QG�,�WKLQN�WKDW·V�KDSSHQHG�
WKURXJKRXW�P\�HQWLUH�KLJK�VFKRRO�FDUHHU�µ

A Latina student had a similar experience:

´,W·V�EHHQ�OLNH�D�FXOWXUDO�VKRFN�ZKHQ�,�JR�
LQWR�SURJUDPV�DQG�,�VHH�WKDW�OLNH������RI�WKH�
SRSXODWLRQ�WKHUH�LV�HLWKHU�&DXFDVLDQ�RU�$VLDQ�
RI�VRPH�W\SH�µ

$GGUHVV�DGXOW�ELDV

To ensure all students have access to rigorous 
coursework, adult biases must be addressed. When 
BIASÏANDÏDElCITÏTHINKINGÏCREEPSÏINTOÏDECISIONSÏ
regarding what level of rigor students are ready 
for, students of color are sent the message that 
they aren’t able to handle these challenges.27 This 
has a direct impact on skills and mindsets such as 
SELFEFlCACY�ÏORÏTHEÏBELIEFÏINÏONE�SÏABILITYÏTOÏACHIEVEÏ
goals, as well as on academic outcomes.28 When 
students experience environments as hostile or 
uncaring, and when there is deep distrust in schools 
and educators, students’ intellectual engagement 
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gets suppressed — and gets interpreted by 
teachers as lack of motivation or lack of skills. 
Expressing deep belief in students’ intellectual 
ability while simultaneously expressing deep 
commitment to support their academic success 
and social and emotional well-being can have 
transformative effects on student performance. 
But educators won’t see that if they don’t believe 
it or act on it. Believing that students of color can’t 
succeed in rigorous coursework will become a 
SELFFULlLLINGÏPROPHECY�Ï(OWEVER�ÏWHENÏEDUCATORSÏ
believe in their students, this also sends a message 
that parents and students appreciate. One Black 
parent in Los Angeles commented on the distinct 
reality that educators do not always have the same 
expectations of their children:

“Your expectations might not be as  
KLJK�DV�PLQH�µ

!Ï"LACKÏPARENTÏINÏ,EXINGTON�Ï+9�ÏCOMMENTEDÏONÏ
teachers who believed her daughter was ready for  
an advanced course pathway:

´,�FRPPHQG�WKRVH�WHDFKHUV��«�%HFDXVH�WKH\� 
VDZ�VRPHWKLQJ�LQ�KHU�µ

!NOTHERÏ"LACKÏPARENTÏINÏ,EXINGTON�Ï+9�ÏNOTEDÏTHAT�Ï
while having same-race teachers matters, at the very 
least teachers who are not the same race should be 
culturally competent:

´,I�\RX�FDQ·W�KDYH�IRONV�WKDW�ORRN�OLNH�\RX��
at least have the ones in the place culturally 
competent so that they understand, and they 
GRQ·W�MXVW�PDNH�DVVXPSWLRQV�µ

02/6)$%Ï4(%Ï!#!$%-)#Ï
!.$Ï(/,)34)#Ï3500/243Ï
345$%.43Ï.%%$Ï4/Ï4(2)6%

3DUWQHU�ZLWK�VWXGHQWV��IDPLOLHV�� 
and communities

Because participants felt social-emotional learning 
begins in the home and community, and because 
families know their own cultural identities best, 
schools will need to listen to and partner with 
students, parents, and communities to support social, 
emotional, and academic development for students. 
Educators will need to become humble and interested 
learners. As one Latina mother in Oakland, CA, said:

´3DUHQWV�KDYH�D�ORW�WR�GR�ZLWK�FXOWXUH��DQG�
NQRZ�WKHLU�FXOWXUH�EHWWHU�WKDQ�WKH�VFKRROV�WKDW�
GHDO�ZLWK�HYHU\RQH�µ

0ARTICIPANTSÏBELIEVEDÏSCHOOLÏLEADERSÏANDÏEDUCATORSÏ
should be partnering with parents and relying on their 
expertise about their own families. One Black mother 
in Chapel Hill, NC, recognizing that school can’t do 
everything alone, suggested that there should be 
communication between schools and families:

“It’s not a teacher’s responsibility to spend half 
WKH�GD\�WU\LQJ�WR�JHW�NLGV�WR�DFW�ULJKW��RU�GR�
ULJKW��%XW��,�GR�WKLQN�WKDW�LW·V�VWLOO�D�SDUWQHUVKLS�
— and I have a hard time with my son’s school 
right now — because there should always be a 
VRFLDO�ZRUNHU�RU�D�UHVRXUFH�SHUVRQ�«�,�GRQ·W�FDUH�
what school you go to, what area you are in, 
ZKHUH�SDUHQWV�FDQ�JR�WR�WKDW�SHUVRQ�µ
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A Latina grandmother in Oakland, CA, noted that, while 
schools cannot be expected to do everything, there are 
other useful resources:

´7KHUH�DUH�PRUH�RSSRUWXQLWLHV��PRUH�VXSSRUW��
PRUH�RUJDQL]DWLRQV�µ

3CHOOLÏANDÏDISTRICTÏLEADERSÏSHOULDÏTHEREFOREÏlNDÏWAYSÏ
to partner with these organizations to support students 
in ways that schools may not have the capacity to 
DO�Ï&URTHERMORE�ÏSCHOOLSÏSHOULDÏENSUREÏTHATÏSUPPORTSÏ
and services are available to all students without 
discrimination. A Latina mother in Tukwila, WA, stated 
from her own experience:

´%HFDXVH�EHLQJ�/DWLQR��WKH\�VRPHWLPHV�
GLVFULPLQDWH�DJDLQVW�XV�LQ�VHUYLFHV�µ

3URYLGH�KROLVWLF�VXSSRUWV

Students frequently discussed the need for schools 
TOÏSUPPORTÏMENTALÏANDÏPHYSICALÏHEALTHÏASÏWELL�Ï&ORÏ
example,ÏONEÏ"LACKÏSTUDENTÏINÏ,OUISVILLE�Ï+9�ÏSAID�Ï

´,�NQRZ�WKDW�DW�RXU�VFKRRO��ORWV�RI�SHRSOH�
ZHUH�GHSUHVVHG��/RWV�RI�SHRSOH�KDG�DQ[LHW\��
7KLQJV�OLNH�WKDW�ZHUH�HYHU\ZKHUH��DQG�LW�NLQG�
of became normalized, and it shouldn’t have 
EHHQ��ULJKW"�:H�VKRXOG·YH�KDG�>VXSSRUWV@�DQG�
SHRSOH�VKRXOG�KDYH�EHHQ�VHHNLQJ�KHOS�µ

Another student discussed how powerful an 
effective school counselor can be:

“We have a counselor that goes above and 
beyond the call of duty, and what she does 
LV�RSHQ�GRRUV�DQG�JLYH�RSSRUWXQLWLHV�«�
8OWLPDWHO\��\RX�NQRZ��ZH·UH�WKH�RQHV�ZKR�
step up and do it, but somebody in power, 
OLNH��ZKR�RSHQV�GRRUV��JLYHV�XV�RSSRUWXQLWLHV�µ

The message was that students who go hungry or 
have other unmet needs would be more likely to 
succeed in school if they are provided with the right 
supports. As one Black student said:

´$�ORW�RI�SHRSOH�«�UHDOO\�GRQ·W�JRW�D�ORW�RI�
PRQH\��VR�WKH\�UHVRUW�WR�RWKHU�WKLQJV��«�6R��
,�IHHO�OLNH�>LI@�WKH\�KDG�D�SURJUDP�WKDW�FRXOG�
KHOS�WKHP�«�WKDW�FRXOG�NHHS�WKHP�IRFXVHG�µ

Additionally, participants spoke about the need for 
adults in schools to be prepared to support the holistic 
needs of students. One Black and Latino student in 
Oakland, CA, described an experience of a friend:

“I have a friend who suffers from, um, 
depression and anxiety, and she’ll have panic 
DWWDFNV��$QG�VKH·V�OLNH��¶+RZ�GR�,�H[SODLQ�WR�
P\�WHDFKHU�,·P�KDYLQJ�D�SDQLF�DWWDFN�ZKLOH�
,·P�KDYLQJ�D�SDQLF�DWWDFN"·�6R��,�ZDV�OLNH��
>WHDFKHUV@�KDYH�WR�QRWLFH�WKRVH�FXHV�WKDW·V�
KDSSHQLQJ��DQG�WKHQ�XQGHUVWDQG��OLNH��EH�
WUDLQHG�RQ�KRZ�WR�UHDFW�WR�WKRVH�µ

Given the existing research connecting social-
emotional skills to academic outcomes, the current 
predominant narrative in social-emotional learning 
that often overlooks critical pieces of context, and the 
EXPERIENCESÏOFÏFAMILIESÏANDÏSTUDENTSÏOFÏCOLOR�ÏSPECIlCÏ
shifts in adult beliefs and mindsets as well as changes 
in systems and policies are needed to ensure social, 
emotional, and academic development is supported 
through an equity lens. Together, these shifts can 
SIGNIlCANTLYÏIMPROVEÏLEARNINGÏENVIRONMENTSÏTHATÏ
support holistic development for all students.
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Ï$EE�Ï4��Ï�Ï0ENNER�Ï%�Ï�����	�Ï-Y�BROTHER�S�KEEPER��4HE�IMPACT�OF�TARGETED�EDUCATIONAL�SUPPORTSÏ�#%0!Ï7ORKINGÏ0APERÏ.O�����	�Ï3TANFORDÏ#ENTERÏFORÏ%DUCATIONÏ0OLICYÏ
Analysis: HTTP���CEPA�STANFORD�EDU�WP����

)N�������4HE�/AKLAND�5NIlED�3CHOOL�$ISTRICT�LAUNCHED�THE�/FlCE�OF�!FRICAN�!MERICAN�-ALE�!CHIEVEMENT 
to address the inequitable patterns and processes in the systems, structures, and spaces that affect African 
!MERICAN�MALE�STUDENTS�IN�THE�SCHOOL�DISTRICT��4HE�ASSETBASED�EFFORT�EXPLICITLY�RECOGNIZES�THE�INNATE�EXCELLENCE�
AND�RACIAL�AND�CULTURAL�IDENTITIES�OF�STUDENTS�WITH�CLASSES�FOR�"LACK�MALE�STUDENTS��TAUGHT�BY�"LACK�MALE�TEACHERS�
ON�A�RANGE�OF�SOCIAL��EMOTIONAL��AND�CULTURALLY�RELEVANT�TOPICS��WHILE�ALSO�FOCUSING�ON�HOW�TO�ADDRESS�THE�SYSTEMIC�
ISSUES�THAT�CREATE�OBSTACLES�FOR�STUDENTS�TO�THRIVE��2ESEARCH�SHOWS�THAT�THE�PROGRAM�LED�TO�SIGNIlCANT�POSITIVE�
IMPACTS�FOR�BOTH�"LACK�MALE�AND�"LACK�FEMALE�STUDENTS�IN�THE�DISTRICT��SUCH�AS�LOWER�DROPOUT�RATES�
�!DDITIONALLY��
AS�A�#!3%,�PARTNER�DISTRICT�FOR�ALMOST����YEARS��/AKLAND�HAS�DEVELOPED�PRE+�TO�!DULT�3%,�3TANDARDS�THAT�
integrate the teaching of social and emotional competencies across race, class, culture, language, gender identity, 
SEXUAL�ORIENTATION��LEARNING�NEEDS��AND�AGE��

TRANSFORMING SYSTEMS, TRANSFORMING OUTCOMES

.%84Ï50 
Section Four:Ï3HIFTINGÏTHEÏ&OCUS�Ï-OVINGÏ!WAYÏ&ROMÏh&IXINGÏ
+IDSvÏTOÏ#REATINGÏANÏ%QUITABLEÏ,EARNINGÏ%NVIRONMENT

http://cepa.stanford.edu/wp19-07
https://www.ousd.org/Page/495
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A04SECTION

SHIFTING THE FOCUS:    
Moving Away From  
“Fixing Kids” to Creating  
an Equitable Learning 
Environment
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Studies show a strong relationship between social-
emotional skills and academic outcomes, and 
educators often cite this research as the reason for 
teaching these skills in schools.�� The hope is that 
social-emotional learning will contribute to educational 
EQUITYÏBYÏDISPROPORTIONATELYÏBENElTINGÏCHILDRENÏFROMÏ
low-income communities.32 But teaching students 
SELFMANAGEMENTÏANDÏSELFEFlCACY�ÏWHILEÏIMPORTANT�Ï
will have limited impact if school leaders do not 
address a toxic atmosphere due to discrimination 
or systemic racism. In fact, it can put the onus on 
students, sending the message that if they control 
their behavior and believe in themselves, they can 
overcome racism, sexism, homophobia, or lack of food 
or housing, or any other disadvantaged situation. Or, 
even worse, it can put educators and school leaders in 
the position of continuing that harm.33 It is especially 
critical, then, that approaches to supporting social-
emotional learning are based in addressing the 
learning environments students experience and are 
used to ground academic learning to be compelling and 
meaningful for historically marginalized students.

A$V�OHDGHUV�DQG�LQÁXHQFHUV�LQ�WKH�ÀHOG�DUJXH��VXSSRUWLQJ�VWXGHQWV·�VRFLDO��HPRWLRQDO��
DQG�DFDGHPLF�GHYHORSPHQW�ZLWK�DQ�HTXLW\�OHQV�FDOOV�IRU�D�VKLIW�LQ�IRFXV��IURP�´À[LQJ�
NLGVµ�E\�WHDFKLQJ�WKHP�VSHFLÀF�FRPSHWHQFLHV�WR�D�EURDGHU�DVVHW�EDVHG�DSSURDFK�WKDW�
includes a focus on adult beliefs and mindsets and the systems and policies necessary  
to create equitable learning environments that support holistic student success. This 
does not mean abandoning concern for social-emotional competence but supporting 
it by improving the learning environment and adults’ social-emotional competence.29 
As with anything that needs to grow, what good is fertilizer if the soil is toxic or the 
atmosphere lacks the proper elements to thrive?30

It is up to adults to provide the supports and resources 
that all students need — from educators who 
challenge and believe in their students, to whole child 
supports that allow students to thrive, to a school 
climate and culture where students feel they belong. 
Unless leaders address existing systemic racist and 
harmful policies and practices, and unless adults in 
schools truly view all students as having the potential 
to thrive, a sole focus on teaching social-emotional 
competencies will become yet another approach that 
MARGINALIZESÏSTUDENTSÏANDÏFAMILIESÏOFÏCOLOR�Ï&AILINGÏTOÏ
respond to these mounting criticisms, social-emotional 
learning will be attacked and lose ground despite 
the clear science behind why it’s needed. Instead, 
by shifting the focus to address the context in which 
students learn, a focus on efforts to support social-
emotional well-being can be used as a lever for equity 
and for evidence-based approaches that support 
learning and development for all students.

SHIFTING THE FOCUS:    
Moving Away From  
“Fixing Kids” to Creating  
an Equitable Learning 
Environment

https://www.edsurge.com/news/2019-05-15-dena-simmons-without-context-social-emotional-learning-can-backfire
https://forumfyi.org/knowledge-center/thriving-robust-equity-and-transformative-learning-development/
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#(!.').'Ï!$5,4Ï"%,)%&3Ï
AND MINDSETS
!DULTÏBIASES�ÏBELIEFS�ÏANDÏSKILLSÏINmUENCEÏTHEIRÏBEHAVIORSÏ
in schools and classrooms, and in turn affect students’ 
mindsets, beliefs, and skills. Educators’ biases and beliefs 
about students, beliefs in their own abilities to make a 
difference, and their skills (e.g., classroom management 
ANDÏCULTURALLYÏSUSTAININGÏPEDAGOGY	ÏINmUENCEÏINSTRUCTIONALÏ
decisions such as what they choose to teach in the 
classroom, how they choose to teach it, and how they 
interact with students. We heard from our focus group 
participants that all of these experiences matter for social, 
emotional, and academic development. In addition to 
teachers and administrators, other adults, including bus 
drivers, cafeteria workers, janitorial staff, security staff, 
secretaries, and others, matter as well. Adult interactions 
with students across the entire school structure matter for 
social-emotional development, and too often, even well-
intentioned adults in schools (much like well-intentioned 
adults outside of schools) have biases and beliefs that can 
harm students’ development and overall achievement. 
These beliefs and mindsets are often reinforced when 
educators’ approaches exclusively focus on teaching 
social-emotional skills to students without attention 
to learning environments and the contextual factors 
previously discussed. Educators and school leaders should 
aim to shift these beliefs and mindsets:

)URP�D�GHÀFLW�EDVHG�PLQGVHW� 
to a strength-based mindset 

FROM: As attention to this topic has increased over 
the past several decades, social-emotional leaders 
ANDÏINmUENCERSÏHAVEÏTRIEDÏTOÏENCOURAGEÏEDUCATORSÏANDÏ
researchers to build on the strengths students already 
have.34 Too often, however, the implementation of social-
emotional efforts has resulted in a focus on identifying 
THEÏhDElCIENCIESvÏOFÏHISTORICALLYÏMARGINALIZEDÏSTUDENTSÏ
without attention to their strengths.

7HENÏSOCIALEMOTIONALÏEFFORTSÏTARGETÏONLYÏSPECIlCÏ
competencies students should develop, the 
conversations often tend to focus on all of the 
challenges students face and the skills they are 
hMISSING�vÏ4HISÏISÏPARTICULARLYÏPROBLEMATIC�ÏBECAUSEÏ
WHILEÏALLÏSTUDENTSÏCOULDÏBENElTÏFROMÏMEANINGFULÏ
social-emotional supports, the students typically 
being discussed are students of color, students from 
low-income backgrounds, and English learners, 
who are already the targets of stereotypes about 
race and socioeconomic status. This focus on 
student shortcomings rather than student strengths 
INADVERTENTLYÏREINFORCESÏTHESEÏDElCITORIENTEDÏVIEWSÏ
OFÏSTUDENTSÏANDÏBECOMEÏANOTHERÏJUSTIlCATIONÏFORÏLOWÏ
expectations. It’s critical that educators maintain high 
expectations for all students. 

TO: Efforts to support students’ social-emotional 
growth should therefore begin by recognizing the 
ASSETSÏSTUDENTSÏBRINGÏTOÏTHEÏCLASSROOMÏANDÏlGURINGÏ
out how to build on them both in and outside of 
the classroom. Many historically marginalized 
students frequently show tremendous resilience, 
SELFAWARENESS�ÏANDÏMETACOGNITION�ÏHAVEÏEXPERIENCEÏ
navigating and code switching in different 
ENVIRONMENTS�ÏANDÏHAVEÏSTRONGÏFAMILYÏANDÏCOMMUNITYÏ
connections, multilingualism, and cultural history and 
HERITAGE�Ï&ORÏEXAMPLE�ÏRATHERÏTHANÏVIEWINGÏAÏSTUDENTÏ
who frequently cares for a family member as distracted 

Ï&2/-Ï!Ï$%&)#)4"!3%$Ï
MINDSET TO A STRENGTH-
BASED MINDSET

ÏÏ&2/-Ï/.%3):%&)43!,,Ï
TO RECOGNIZING CULTURAL 
AND CONTEXTUAL 
).&,5%.#%3

Ï&2/-Ï!,,/7).'Ï")!3Ï
4/Ï)-0!#4Ï345$%.43Ï4/Ï
TARGETED AND CONTINUOUS 
%&&/243Ï4/Ï2%$5#%Ï")!3
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from school, the student should be recognized for the 
tremendous responsibility he or she shows outside of 
academics. With this positive mindset, school leaders can 
then work with students and their families to identify the 
unique combination of supports needed for students to 
exhibit that strength both at home and in school.

)URP�RQH�VL]H�ÀWV�DOO�WR�
recognizing cultural and 
FRQWH[WXDO�LQÁXHQFHV

FROM: While many educators know that social-emotional 
learning is about more than simply skill building, almost 
all social-emotional work includes a focus on teaching 
SPECIlCÏCOMPETENCIESÏTOÏSTUDENTS�Ï!LLÏTOOÏOFTEN�ÏHOWEVER�Ï
educators separate these efforts from context and rely 
on an underlying assumption that these competencies 
should look the same for all students. This is inaccurate, 
and social-emotional learning must center issues of race 
and injustice.35 What is appropriate management of 
emotions and behavior in one culture may be perceived as 
inappropriate by individuals from another culture. Given 
the culturally diverse population of the United States, it 
ISÏNOTÏSAFEÏTOÏASSUMEÏTHATÏALLÏSTUDENTS�ÏGROWTHÏINÏSPECIlCÏ
social-emotional competencies should appear the same, 
especially since norms in the United States are largely 

based in Eurocentric White cultures. Educators must 
RECOGNIZEÏTHESEÏINmUENCESÏBOTHÏONÏTHEIRÏSTUDENTSÏANDÏ
on themselves, including the impact of privilege or the 
lack thereof.

TO: It’s important to acknowledge the differences 
in students’ lives, cultures, and prior classroom 
experiences.36Ï&ORÏEXAMPLE�ÏMANYÏSTUDENTSÏOFÏCOLORÏ
are already highly skilled at anger management, given 
their daily experiences with racism, and adults who 
interact with students should recognize such assets. 
(See Recognizing the Advanced Social-Emotional 
Competence of Many Students of Color on page 
���	Ï7HILEÏALLÏSTUDENTSÏCANÏBENElTÏFROMÏLEARNINGÏTOÏ
self-manage, educators should be cautious not to 
stymie the need for students, and especially students 
whose communities are historically underserved and 
discriminated against, to also learn to protest and resist 
against injustice in productive and democratic ways. 
&URTHERMORE�Ï7HITEÏSTUDENTSÏMAYÏREQUIREÏDIFFERENTIATEDÏ
social-emotional supports, such as in learning to be 
anti-racist, particularly since they have the responsibility 
to dismantle a racist system that discriminates against 
Black, Latino, and other students of color and they 
will need to learn to respectfully work with diverse 
populations as the country continues to diversify. 
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From allowing bias to 
impact students to targeted 
and continuous efforts to 
reduce bias

FROM: Bias can lead even the most well-
intentioned and mission-driven adults in schools to 
disproportionately view students of color as missing 
social-emotional competence. Implicit bias may 
lead an educator to see a particular behavior as 
inappropriate for Black students but as something 
to dismiss for White students. This occurs in school 
discipline practices, where students of color are 
disproportionately punished for the same behaviors 
that White students exhibit.37 Similarly, English 
language learners are often seen as academically 
at risk by virtue of their home language, rather than 
recognizing bilingualism as a critically important 
BENElTÏTOÏTHEIRÏLIVESÏANDÏFUTURES�Ï-OREÏTHANÏTHIS�Ï
students who are competent in many of these social-
emotional skills are not given the opportunity to 
PRACTICEÏORÏSHOWÏTHEIRÏCOMPETENCE�Ï&ORÏEXAMPLE�ÏWHENÏ
a biased teacher does not call on students of color in 
a classroom, the students are unable to show their 
BELIEFÏINÏTHEIRÏABILITIESÏ�SELFEFlCACY	�ÏTHEÏWORKÏTHEY�VEÏ
put into learning the material (self-management), 
or their skills to socially engage (relationship skills). 
These experiences may harm students’ mindsets and 
their beliefs in their ability to achieve goals, which are 
critical success factors for students. 

In one minute and 28 seconds $EBORAH�,OEWENBERG�"ALL�COUNTED����SEPARATE�MICROMOMENTS�IN�WHICH�SHE�HAD�
TO�DECIDE�HOW�TO�REACT�AS�A�TEACHER��AND�FURTHER�NOTED�HOW�RACISM�AND�SEXISM�CAN�UNINTENTIONALLY�CREEP�INTO�THE�
CLASSROOM�WHEN�TEACHERS�RESPOND�TO�STUDENT�BEHAVIOR��%VEN�WITH�GOOD�INTENTIONS��EDUCATORS�MAY�CAUSE�HARM�TO�
STUDENTS��SENSE�OF�BELONGING�AND�CONlDENCE�IN�USING�SKILLS�OR�EXHIBITING�MASTERY�OF�CONTENT�IF�THEIR�IMPLICIT�BIASES�
ARE�NOT�ADDRESSED��4HIS�VIDEO�SHOWS�DIRECT�LINKS�IN�HOW�AN�EDUCATOR�S�MINDSET�IMPACTS�THEIR�RESPONSES�TO�STUDENT�
BEHAVIOR��WHICH�IN�TURN�AFFECTS�STUDENTS��SOCIALEMOTIONAL�WELLBEING��

HOW IMPLICIT BIAS IMPACTS EDUCATOR BEHAVIOR

TO: Ensuring students are supported socially and 
emotionally is not a matter of teaching students to 
feel differently about the harms they experience 
in school, or how to behave — it’s a matter of 
addressing the implicit and explicit biases of 
educators and adults who interact with students. 
This is especially important for social-emotional 
learning because, as discussed previously, social-
emotional competence is not displayed uniformly 
across all students. Adopting restorative justice 
policies, working toward a positive school climate, 
systematically enrolling native Spanish speakers 
INÏ!0Ï3PANISH�ÏANDÏUTILIZINGÏCULTURALLYÏSUSTAININGÏ
pedagogy, while steps toward progress, are only 
effective if educators are aware of their biases and 
are consciously working to reduce these effects 
on students with professional learning support 
from their schools and districts. Educators should 
explicitly state high expectations, build meaningful 
relationships with students, and welcome students’ 
cultural values and beliefs into the classroom.

https://hechingerreport.org/20-judgments-a-teacher-makes-in-1-minute-and-28-seconds/
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RECOGNIZING THE ADVANCED SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL COMPETENCE 
OF MANY STUDENTS OF COLOR 

7E�HEARD�FROM�ALL�FAMILY�MEMBERS�THAT�THEY�DO�VALUE�AND�WANT�THEIR�CHILDREN�TO�LEARN�SOCIAL�AND�EMOTIONAL�
SKILLS��7HAT�S�MORE��FROM�OUR�FOCUS�GROUP�DISCUSSIONS��WE�LEARNED�THAT�STUDENTS�AND�FAMILIES�OF�COLOR�OFTEN�FEEL�
THAT�THEY�ARE�ALREADY�LEARNING�ASPECTS�OF�THE�SOCIAL�AND�EMOTIONAL�COMPETENCIES�NAMED�IN�MOST�FRAMEWORKS�
BECAUSE�OF�HOW�THEY�MUST�NAVIGATE�RACISM�AND�RACIST�SYSTEMS�AND�PRACTICES�IN�SOCIETY��4HEY�ALREADY�HAVE�AN�
ADVANCED�LEVEL�OF�COMPETENCE��WHILE�SKILLBUILDING�PROGRAMS�ARE�OFTEN�SEEKING�TO�TEACH�THE�BASICS�THAT�THESE�
STUDENTS�HAVE�ALREADY�WELL�SURPASSED��&URTHERMORE��THESE�STUDENTS�ARE�NOT�RECOGNIZED�FOR�THE�HIGHER�LEVELS�OF�
competency they already have.

4AKE��FOR�EXAMPLE��THE�"LACK�PARENT�WHO�REFERENCED�hTHE�TALKv�THAT�"LACK�PARENTS�HAVE�WITH�THEIR�CHILDREN�ABOUT�
HOW�TO�HANDLE�INTERACTIONS�WITH�POLICE�OFlCERS��%VERYONE��REGARDLESS�OF�RACE��MUST�SELFMANAGE��I�E���MANAGE�
ONE�S�EMOTIONS�AND�BEHAVIORS	�WHEN�APPROACHED�BY�A�POLICE�OFlCER��BUT�GIVEN�THE�CONTINUOUS�ONSLAUGHT�OF�
POLICE�BRUTALITY�WITHIN�COMMUNITIES�OF�COLOR��"LACK�BOYS�AND�GIRLS�MUST�LEARN�TO�SELFMANAGE�TO�A�GREATER�EXTENT�
BECAUSE�OF�HOW�THEIR�EMOTIONS�AND�BEHAVIOR�MIGHT�BE�PERCEIVED��3UCH�SITUATIONS�PRESENT�A�THREAT�TO�"LACK�
CHILDREN�S�SAFETY�IN�A�WAY�THAT�ISN�T�TRUE�FOR�7HITE�CHILDREN�AND�YOUTH�

&URTHERMORE��SELFMANAGEMENT�HAS�OFTEN�BEEN�NARROWED�IN�CONCEPT�TO�ENSURING�STUDENTS�BEHAVE�IN�AN�
hAPPROPRIATEv�WAY��IGNORING�THE�NEED�FOR�STUDENTS��AND�ESPECIALLY�STUDENTS�FROM�HISTORICALLY�MARGINALIZED�
BACKGROUNDS��TO�GO�AGAINST�THE�GRAIN�IN�ORDER�TO�SELFADVOCATE��7HEN�SPEAKING�UP�FOR�THEMSELVES��STUDENTS�
of color have to demonstrate social-emotional skills above and beyond their peers by considering their tone, 
BODY�LANGUAGE��AND�EVEN�FACIAL�EXPRESSIONS��EVEN�WHEN�FEARFUL�FOR�THEIR�LIVES���ALL�OF�WHICH�ARE�FREQUENTLY�
MISJUDGED�AND�MAY�BE�SEEN�AS�DElANCE�RATHER�THAN�SELFADVOCACY��4HIS�IS�WHEN�THE�NOTION�OF�SELFMANAGEMENT�
BECOMES�A�HARMFUL�WEAPON��)N�THESE�INSTANCES��STUDENTS�OF�COLOR�ARE�EXCELLING�AT�A�SOCIALEMOTIONAL�
competency, but bias is preventing educators from seeing it as an asset, and educators instead punish students 
they perceive to be talking back. This plays out in the disproportionate tendency to punish students of color for 
hDElANCE�v38 Furthermore, this is an indication that educators themselves require support for social-emotional 
learning in order to commit to social justice.

!NOTHER�EXAMPLE�IS�IN�THE�FOCUS�ON�IDENTITY��3ELFAWARENESS�IS�INCLUDED�IN�SOCIALEMOTIONAL�FRAMEWORKS�BUT�IS�
USUALLY�DElNED�WITH�LIMITED�SPECIlCATIONS��SUCH�AS�KNOWING�ONE�S�OWN�EMOTIONS�AND�VALUES��2ACIAL��ETHNIC��AND�
CULTURAL�IDENTITY�INVOLVES�A�DEEPER�REGARD�FOR�SELFAWARENESS�THAT�IS�NOT�TYPICALLY�INCLUDED�IN�MOST�DElNITIONS��
&OR�EXAMPLE��EXPLORING�ONE�S�OWN�FAMILY��ETHNIC��OR�RACIAL�HISTORY�AND�HOW�THAT�INmUENCES�ONE�S�MOTIVATIONS��
BELIEFS��AND�ATTITUDES�INVOLVES�AN�UNDERUTILIZED�WAY�OF�SUPPORTING�SELFAWARENESS�IN�SCHOOLS�39 Furthermore, 
CONVERSATIONS�ABOUT�RACE�AND�ETHNICITY�ARE�AN�IMPORTANT�PART�OF�DEVELOPING�A�STRONG�RACIALETHNIC�IDENTITY��WHICH�
is critical for youth of color.40

3O��WHILE�SCHOOLS�AND�DISTRICTS�ARE�BEING�PUSHED�TO�SUPPORT�BASIC�SKILLBUILDING�LEVELS�OF�SOCIALEMOTIONAL�
LEARNING��MANY�STUDENTS�AND�FAMILIES�OF�COLOR�HAVE�SURPASSED�THESE�BASICS�AND�ARE�ALREADY�AT�THE�NEXT�LEVEL��
5NFORTUNATELY��THESE�SKILLS�ARE�NOT�ALWAYS�ACKNOWLEDGED�BY�EDUCATORS��!S�ADULTS�IN�SCHOOLS�AND�SCHOOL�SYSTEMS�
WORK�TO�IMPLEMENT�THE�VISION�LAID�OUT�IN�THIS�PAPER��THESE�NEXTLEVEL�SKILLS�SHOULD�REGISTER�AS�STRENGTHS�AND�A�SIGN�
of greater competency. 
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#(!.').'Ï3934%-3Ï 
!.$Ï0/,)#)%3Ï
While improving adult beliefs and mindsets is 
important, it is also necessary to address existing 
systems and policies in schools in order to create 
equitable learning environments. To support students’ 
social-emotional development, district and school 
leaders and policymakers should reimagine the policies 
and systems in place to ensure they are evidence 
based, not discriminatory or harmful for students of 
color, and will positively support social, emotional, and 
ACADEMICÏDEVELOPMENT�Ï0ARTÏOFÏTHISÏISÏENSURINGÏSOCIAL
emotional development is not treated as separate 
FROMÏACADEMICÏLEARNING�Ï4HEÏTWOÏGOÏHANDÏINÏHAND�Ï*USTÏ
as students must be engaged to learn more rigorous 
content, students of color are more likely to engage 
when they feel they belong in their classroom and 
BELIEVEÏINÏTHEIRÏABILITYÏTOÏSUCCEED�Ï0OLICIESÏANDÏSYSTEMSÏ
in place in schools, districts, and states should aim to:

Foster student belonging

All individuals are social learners, or put differently, 
SOCIALÏEXPERIENCESÏAREÏAÏPARTÏOFÏLEARNING�Ï&ORÏEXAMPLE�Ï
it is critical for students, especially students of color, 
to see themselves as belonging in learning spaces. 
When students face stereotypes that make them feel 
like they don’t belong in academic spaces, they are 
less motivated to engage academically. Belonging does 
not merely mean students feel comfortable sitting in a 
crowd, but that they are comfortable speaking up and 
that they are heard and valued for their agency rather 
than punished for engagement and self-advocacy.�� 

To support students’ social-emotional development, 
educators must believe and project the belief that each 
student has real value to add and assets to bring to 
the table, and district and school leaders must revisit 
a wide range of policies and structures to bolster 
the sense of belonging for students of color, English 
learners, and students from low-income backgrounds 
— who too often receive the message that they 
AREN�T welcome and DON�T belong. When educators 
don’t see the assets that a student is bringing into the 
classroom, they should interpret that as a function 
of their own bias or that they are missing some 
information about the student. The onus is on adults 
to have the mindset to look for the assets and to reach 
out humbly to students and families to understand 
WHATÏTHEYÏAREÏMISSING�Ï0OLICIESÏRELATEDÏTOÏDISCIPLINE�Ï
educator diversity, representation in curricula, student-
teacher relationships, student voice, and culturally 
sustaining pedagogy for example, all play a role in 
whether students feel they belong in schools.42

&/34%2Ï345$%.4Ï
BELONGING

CHALLENGE STUDENTS TO 
2%!#(Ï4(%)2Ï0/4%.4)!,
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https://edtrust.org/the-equity-line/self-advocacy-or-defiance-in-protests-depends-are-you-white-or-black/
https://edtrust.org/the-equity-line/self-advocacy-or-defiance-in-protests-depends-are-you-white-or-black/
https://blogs.edweek.org/edweek/learning_deeply/2018/08/equity_and_voice_how_a_sense_of_belonging_promotes_students_agency.html
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&KDOOHQJH�VWXGHQWV�WR� 
reach their potential

When bias creeps into schools and classrooms, 
educators are less likely to believe historically 
marginalized students can do challenging work.43 
This occurs both through personal biases educators 
bring with them into schools and through systems 
and structures that can promote bias, such as 
tracking.44 These low expectations impact both the 
social-emotional development and the academic 
achievement of students. Indeed, research shows that 
when teachers underestimate their students’ abilities, 
students themselves have lower expectations of 
themselves, and that this is especially true for Black 
and Latino students.45 Educators may mistakenly 
believe that when students are not engaging it is 
BECAUSEÏTHEÏMATERIALÏISÏTOOÏDIFlCULT�Ï%ASIERÏMATERIAL�Ï
however, doesn’t make students engage more. If 
ANYTHING�ÏTHEÏOPPOSITEÏISÏTRUE�Ï0ROVIDINGÏCHALLENGINGÏ
work for students and encouraging students to reach 
their potential leads to higher academic outcomes and 
more positive social-emotional development.46 School 
leaders and educators should therefore adopt policies 
that encourage learning environments where adults 
have high expectations of students and communicate 
those high expectations to students and their families, 
such as automatically enrolling students into advanced 
COURSESÏBASEDÏONÏMETRICSÏSUCHÏASÏ'0!ÏORÏTESTÏ
scores, rather than only enrolling students based on 
subjective measures such as teacher and counselor 
RECOMMENDATIONS�ÏWHICHÏCREATEÏARTIlCIALÏBARRIERS�

3URYLGH�DFDGHPLF�DQG� 
holistic supports

Students need academic and holistic resources that 
support and scaffold learning. Social-emotional 
DEVELOPMENTÏISÏINTEGRALLYÏINmUENCEDÏBYÏTHEÏREALITIESÏ
of society, including experiences with race and 
socioeconomic status. Separating the experiences 
of students’ lives outside the classroom from their 
ability to learn within the classroom does a disservice 
TOÏSTUDENTS�Ï&ORÏEXAMPLE�ÏSTUDENTSÏEXPERIENCINGÏFOODÏ
or housing insecurity will not be able to give their full 
attention to their education unless these needs are 
addressed. This does not mean school systems need to 
be responsible for all facets of students’ lives, but they 
should ask whether and how their decisions provide 
supports for students in their context. Therefore, school 
personnel should ensure they are providing holistic 
supports, as well as connecting students to resources 
outside of school and including student and community 
voice throughout these efforts.

Additionally, supporting students should be seen 
as contradictory to policies that disproportionately 
HARMÏHISTORICALLYÏMARGINALIZEDÏSTUDENTS�Ï&ORÏEXAMPLE�Ï
Black students are much more likely to be suspended 
or expelled, and so zero-tolerance policies, corporal 
punishment, exclusionary discipline, and other harmful 
discipline policies should be replaced with policies 
and practices, such as restorative justice, that support 
social, emotional, and academic development.47

.%84Ï50 
Section Five: Where to Start: Action Items 
for Equitably Approaching Social, Emotional, 
and Academic Development
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T05SECTION

WHERE TO START:    
Action Items for Equitably 
Approaching Social, 
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Development
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REDUCE BIAS
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Provide meaningful professional development and supports. Teacher preparation programs should be 
HELDÏRESPONSIBLEÏFORÏENSURINGÏTEACHERSÏENTERINGÏTHEÏWORKFORCEÏHAVEÏTHEÏSKILLSÏNEEDEDÏTOÏCREATEÏCULTURALLYÏAFlRMINGÏ
environments, to build relationships with and understand their students, to support students’ academic success, as 
WELLÏASÏHAVEÏMINDSETSÏGEAREDÏTOWARDÏANTIRACISM�Ï&ORÏTEACHERSÏALREADYÏINÏSCHOOLS�ÏPROFESSIONALÏDEVELOPMENTÏTOÏSUPPORTÏ
them in developing these skills and mindsets is critical. District and school leaders should provide ongoing high-quality 
OPPORTUNITIESÏSUCHÏASÏEMBEDDEDÏCOACHINGÏFORÏEDUCATORSÏTOÏCONTINUALLYÏGROWÏINÏTHESEÏAREAS�ÏONETIMEÏWORKSHOPSÏDOÏNOTÏ
PROVIDEÏSUFlCIENTÏSUPPORTÏFORÏEDUCATORSÏTOÏPRACTICEÏANDÏIMPROVEÏTHESEÏSKILLS�Ï!DDITIONALLY�ÏPROFESSIONALÏDEVELOPMENTÏ
on these topics should be provided to all adults in the education system rather than restricted to teachers and 
administrators. While professional development of this kind can be one of the primary tools to changing adult beliefs 
ANDÏMINDSETS�ÏITÏISÏINSUFlCIENTÏWITHOUTÏBOTHÏCREATINGÏSYSTEMICÏOPPORTUNITIESÏFORÏEDUCATORSÏTOÏBUILDÏRELATIONSHIPSÏWITHÏ
their communities and making changes to systems and policies, such as in the examples below.

Equity-focused school, district, and state leaders can provide high-quality and ongoing professional development 
and coaching on:

TThe work needed to fundamentally change schools to integrate supports for social-emotional 
well-being into all aspects of schooling will not happen overnight, or even in a single year. 
Working to reverse 400 years of systemic oppression will require generational change. But 
school and district leaders can get started by following the list of recommendations below. 
This is not a comprehensive list; even when fully checked off, the work is not done. School 
and district leaders will need to continually assess whether their policies foster belonging, 
challenge students, and provide the supports students need to thrive.

1

(%2%Ï!2%Ï3)8Ï2%#/--%.$!4)/.3Ï&/2Ï3#(//,Ï!.$Ï$)342)#4Ï,%!$%23�

WHERE TO START:    
Action Items for Equitably 
Approaching Social, 
Emotional, and Academic 
Development

%ACH�RECOMMENDATION��DONE�WELL��SHOULD�ADVANCE�THE�GOALS�OUTLINED�IN�3ECTION���

Reducing bias and developing 
anti-racist mindsets48  

Restorative justice  

practices 49 

Changing mindsets for 
empathic discipline�� and to 

provide feedback that conveys 
high standards and belief that 

students can succeed52 

Student, family, community, 
and cultural strengths

0OSITIVEÏCLASSROOMÏ
management 50 

Culturally sustaining  
pedagogy

http://mindsetscholarsnetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Walking_in_their_Students_Shoes_Brief.pdf
https://www.interventioncentral.org/student_motivation_wise_feedback%23:~:text=Wise%20feedback%20prevents%20the%20student,student%20has%20the%20skills%20and
https://www.interventioncentral.org/student_motivation_wise_feedback%23:~:text=Wise%20feedback%20prevents%20the%20student,student%20has%20the%20skills%20and
https://www.interventioncentral.org/student_motivation_wise_feedback%23:~:text=Wise%20feedback%20prevents%20the%20student,student%20has%20the%20skills%20and
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 Engage parents, students, and communities as full partners. By strengthening educator relationships with 
students, families, and communities, adult beliefs and mindsets will shift through experiences with, and deepen 
understanding of, the students and communities they serve.53 This includes engaging and being engaged by 
parents and youth. It is critical that school leaders take on the responsibility of ensuring the voices of students 
and parents of color, and those from low-income backgrounds and other historically marginalized backgrounds 
are centered in policy and practice decisions. 

Equity-focused school and district leaders can:

2

Create student-teacher  
advisory groups

Adopt a home visit program and 
provide support and time for 

educators to participate, including 
training and ongoing support about 

what to do in a home visit55 

Include more time and support 
for parent-teacher conferences, 
including training and ongoing 

support about how to make best 
use of this time

0ROVIDEÏTRANSLATIONÏSERVICESÏTOÏ
communicate with families who 
lNDÏITÏEASIERÏTOÏPARTICIPATEÏWITHÏ

language supports 

Use reliable climate and voice 
surveys, such as these free surveys 
available from the National Center 

on Safe Supportive Learning 
Environments, to determine needed 

areas of school improvement54 

Co-create school and 
district policies with 
families and students

https://flamboyanfoundation.org/our-work/
https://safesupportivelearning.ed.gov/edscls
https://safesupportivelearning.ed.gov/edscls
https://safesupportivelearning.ed.gov/edscls
https://safesupportivelearning.ed.gov/edscls
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Diversify the workforce. Educators of color are more likely to have higher expectations for 
THEIRÏSTUDENTSÏOFÏCOLORÏANDÏBENElTÏTHEÏSOCIALEMOTIONALÏANDÏNONACADEMICÏNEEDSÏOFÏSTUDENTSÏOFÏ
color.56 Students of color and White students also feel cared for and academically challenged 
by teachers of color.57 Additionally, research shows that Black students who have at least one 
Black teacher are less likely to drop out of school and more likely to enroll in college,58 and 
teacher-student racial matches affect social-emotional and academic skills.59 By working to 
diversify the teacher workforce and retain diverse teachers, leaders will foster belonging and 
challenge students to thrive. 

Equity-focused school, district, and state leaders can work to diversify the teacher workforce by:

3

Creating proactive hiring strategies 
(e.g., hiring earlier in the year and 
including teachers of color in the 

hiring process) that increase hiring 
of educators of color who are 
committed to racial equity60 

Improving working 
environments and conditions 
to retain educators of color �� 

0RIORITIZINGÏRECRUITINGÏANDÏ
retaining bilingual educators62 

3CHOOL��DISTRICT��AND�STATE�LEADERS�CAN�EXAMINE�OUR�PUBLICATIONS�ON�HIRING�AND�RETAINING�EDUCATORS�OF�COLOR��LINKED�
above) for deeper analyses of actions they can take. 

https://edtrust.org/resource/if-you-listen-we-will-stay/
https://edtrust.org/resource/if-you-listen-we-will-stay/
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 Ensure equitable access to and supports for success in rigorous and culturally sustaining 
coursework. Because students must be challenged in schools and encouraged to meet high 
expectations, leaders should ensure all students have access to rigorous, deeper learning and culturally 
sustaining curricula, and the supports they need to succeed.63 When students are able to both see 
themselves in the work and see that schools are challenging them to thrive, what follows is a belief in 
themselves to reach their goals.64

Equity-focused school and district leaders can:

The "UILDING�%QUITABLE�,EARNING�%NVIRONMENTS�.ETWORK has developed a FRAMEWORK that lays bare the 
STRUCTURAL�INEQUITIES�THAT�HAVE�AFFECTED�STUDENTS��AND�PROVIDES�A�GUIDE�TO�TRANSFORM�STUDENT�EXPERIENCES�AND�
LEARNING�OUTCOMES��4HE�FRAMEWORK�OFFERS�ACTION�ITEMS�TO�CREATE�EQUITABLE�LEARNING�ENVIRONMENTS�THAT�SUPPORT�THE�
HOLISTIC�DEVELOPMENT�OF�STUDENTS��WITH�AN�EYE�TOWARD�RACIAL�EQUITY.

A FRAMEWORK FOR TRANSFORMING STUDENT EXPERIENCES

4

Adopt rigorous curricula that 
provide a balanced and non-

stereotypical representation of 
ethnically, culturally, and racially 

diverse students

Integrate SEL into rigorous 
academic instruction and 

pedagogy 

Ensure inclusive opportunities for 
historically marginalized students 

to gain access to advanced 
course pathways 

https://learningpolicyinstitute.org/topic/curriculum-instruction-and-assessment
https://belenetwork.org/
https://belenetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/The-BELE-Framework.pdf
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Develop inclusive discipline and dress code policies. Discipline and dress code policies have 
too often been used to further marginalize students of color and disproportionately exclude them 
from schools.65 When students are pushed out of schools based on arbitrary standards of acceptable 
clothing or hairstyles, or when discipline policies are used to disproportionately suspend or expel 
students of color for minor infractions, these students are sent the message that they do not belong in 
school or that what they wear is more important than what they learn. 

Equity-focused school and district leaders should revisit these policies and ensure they:

5

Do not discriminate based  
on race or gender

Adopt positive discipline policies 
focused on developing, maintaining, 
and repairing relationships, rather 
than retributive and exclusionary 

consequences

Include parent and student 
input in discipline and dress 

code policies

End exclusionary discipline 
practices (e.g., suspensions, 

expulsions), particularly  
FORÏ0+�ÏGRADESÏ

End corporal punishment66 

$IVESTÏFROMÏEFFORTSÏTOÏhHARDENvÏ
schools, such as bringing in 

SCHOOLÏRESOURCEÏOFlCERSÏORÏMETALÏ
detectors, and prioritize investing in 
supportive personnel such as school 
counselors, social workers, school 

psychologists, and others

3CHOOL��DISTRICT��AND�STATE�LEADERS�CAN�EXAMINE�OUR�FORTHCOMING�DISCIPLINE�GUIDE�FOR�A�DEEPER�
analysis of actions they can take.

https://www.ed.gov/news/press-releases/king-sends-letter-states-calling-end-corporal-punishment-schools
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6

Developing early warning systems 
to identify who needs supports 

and adopting multi-tiered systems 
of support to meet student needs

 (IRINGÏSUFlCIENTÏSCHOOLÏSUPPORTÏ
staff, including school counselors 

and school psychologists68 

 Adopting a community  
schools model69

0ARTNERINGÏWITHÏCOMMUNITYBASEDÏ
organizations and  

other government agencies  
to provide services schools 

 are unable to provide 

Integrating and supporting 
collaboration among social-

emotional, health, and 
wraparound services to ensure a 
streamlined effort to holistically 

support students

Collaborating with other agencies, 
such as law enforcement, 

hospitals, etc., to adopt Handle 
With Care policies that alert school 
personnel when students may have 
experienced an emergency situation

Provide access to integrated wraparound services and supports. In addition to providing 
academic supports, leaders should work to ensure all students have access to the nonacademic 
supports they need to thrive. These wraparound supports must be youth and family driven, be 
individualized, utilize interconnected systems, monitor progress, and be culturally competent.67  
When educators and school leaders cannot provide the health supports students need, they can  
work with community resources to ensure these students’ needs are met by working collaboratively 
with community-based organizations and agencies and ensuring that services are integrated. 

Equity-focused school and district leaders can work to ensure students have access to 
wraparound services and supports by:

AssistingÏSTUDENTSÏANDÏFAMILIESÏTOÏRECEIVEÏSUFlCIENTÏANDÏAFFORDABLEÏHEALTHÏCARE  
(e.g., access to Medicaid, signing up for health insurance through the Affordable  
Care Act, developing processes for schools to claim Medicaid reimbursements)70 

https://learningpolicyinstitute.org/product/community-schools-equitable-improvement-brief
https://learningpolicyinstitute.org/product/community-schools-equitable-improvement-brief
http://www.insureallchildren.org/resources/happy-healthy-and-ready-to.pdf
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A CALL TO ACTION
Educators and learning environments are affecting the social-emotional development and well-being of students in 
every practice and policy decision. School and district leaders and policymakers must use an explicit equity lens to 
support the social, emotional, and academic development of all students. This means broadening the way social-
emotional learning is discussed beyond thinking about students’ individual competencies. Adult beliefs and mindsets 
and the systems and policies in place must create equitable learning environments that foster belonging, challenge all 
students to thrive, and provide holistic supports. 

3CHOOLÏLEADERSÏSHOULDÏCONSIDERÏCHANGINGÏTHEÏLEARNINGÏENVIRONMENTSÏASÏTHEÏlRSTÏSTEPÏTOÏSUPPORTÏSOCIAL�ÏEMOTIONAL�ÏANDÏ
academic development for students, and it should be done with meaningful engagement with students, families, and 
communities as partners and decision makers. Importantly, these changes should happen before opting for social-
emotional programs that solely provide explicit instruction on competencies without attention to context, for doing so 
can too easily result in policing students to assimilate to White upper-middle-class norms and hindering their social, 
emotional, and academic development. 

This report provides starting points in understanding the importance of shifting the focus to addressing context, hearing 
the perspectives of students and families of color, and providing recommendations for how to leverage policy to create 
AÏMOREÏEQUITABLEÏLEARNINGÏENVIRONMENT�Ï4HESEÏAREÏONLYÏSTARTINGÏPOINTS�ÏHOWEVER�ÏTHEÏWORKÏISÏINÏTHEÏHANDSÏOFÏSCHOOLÏANDÏ
district leaders and policymakers to continue.
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